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1 Introduction and Background 

1.1 Introduction 

1.1.1 Arup has been appointed by South Bucks and Chiltern District 
Councils to undertake a high-level review of the strategic role of the 
Metropolitan Green Belt in Chiltern and South Bucks to inform the 
Councils’ Green Belt Part Two Assessment, as part of the evidence 
base to support their emerging joint Local Plan (Chiltern and South 
Bucks Local Plan 2014-2036) and on-going Duty to Co-operate 
discussions.  

1.1.2 This Strategic Green Belt Review assesses the Metropolitan Green 
Belt in South Bucks and Chiltern Districts (and beyond) against the 
five purposes of the Green Belt defined by the National Planning 
Policy Framework (NPPF). The review will support the wider Green 
Belt Assessment to form a key part of the evidence base. 

1.2 Background 

1.2.1 Chiltern District Council and South Bucks District Council are 
preparing a new joint local plan which will replace the Chiltern Core 
Strategy (November 2011) and the South Bucks Core Strategy 
(February 2011). A Green Belt Assessment forms part of the evidence 
base for the joint local plan and will be taken into account alongside 
other evidence in making decisions about possible changes to Green 
Belt boundaries. 

1.2.2 The Green Belt Assessment is being carried out in two phases: 

• Part One (undertaken by Arup; published March 20161) assessed, 
to an agreed methodology and for the whole of the 
Buckinghamshire Green Belt, the relative performance of land 
parcels (General Areas), against the purposes of the Green Belt as 
defined in the NPPF. 

• Part Two (being undertaken by Chiltern and South Bucks District 
Councils) considers the Part One findings in more detail to 
determine the appropriateness of any adjustments to Green Belt 
boundaries, including other areas emerging through the local plan 
process. 

1.2.3 The Part One Green Belt Assessment identified and assessed Green 
Belt General Areas at the strategic scale within the context of the 
Buckinghamshire Authorities. However, reflecting the significant 
contrasts between the Green Belt context in different parts of the 
County, it did not identify or assess the General Areas as components 
of the wider Metropolitan Green Belt, which surrounds Greater 
London and spans numerous Local Authorities. These cross-boundary 
relationships are of particular relevance in the context of Chiltern and 

                                                 
1 Buckinghamshire Green Belt Assessment (Part 1) – Report: Methodology and Assessment of 

General Areas, March 2016 (http://www.southbucks.gov.uk/planning/localplanevidence)  
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South Bucks, but may also be of lesser relevance in other parts of 
Buckinghamshire. Chiltern and South Bucks Districts have therefore 
commissioned this Strategic Green Belt Review to provide further 
evidence around the broader strategic roles of different areas of Green 
Belt within the Districts, to support the development of the joint Local 
Plan in the context of on-going Duty to Cooperate discussions.  

1.2.4 South Bucks District, particularly the southern area, has a fragmented 
Green Belt and faces significant development pressures from the south 
and the east. The use of General Areas at Stage 1 has made it difficult 
to assess the cumulative strategic effect of different Green Belt 
options and this Strategic Green Belt Review provides a context for 
doing so. Green Belt is intended as a strategic policy designation and 
the risk, specific to South Bucks District in the Buckinghamshire 
context, is that a local assessment fails to acknowledge fully wider 
strategic risks to the integrity of the Green Belt, in terms of triggering 
a loss of openness and permanence and allowing sprawl and 
coalescence contrary to national policy. 

1.2.5 While the Study includes high-level consideration of the overarching 
performance of Green Belt across wider, cross-boundary areas, the 
more detailed analysis focusses on those areas most pertinent to 
Chiltern and South Bucks (i.e. Green Belt within the Districts and 
immediately adjoining). It is important to note that this type of 
assessment is unlikely to influence the approaches to Green Belt in 
neighbouring authority areas. 

1.3 Purpose of the Review 

1.3.1 The purpose of this Strategic Green Belt Review is to inform the 
Green Belt Assessment Part Two. The Part Two Assessment 
methodology includes the consideration of the performance of Green 
Belt General areas at both the ‘micro’ (area-specific) and ‘macro’ 
(strategic) scales, based on a broader range of factors than the five 
purposes of the Green Belt set out in paragraph 80 the NPPF2 and 
therefore encompasses a wider consideration of potential harm to the 
Green Belt in terms of strategic integrity and the broader purpose of 
the wider Green Belt (as set out in paragraph 81 of the NPPF3). 

1.3.2 This Review has been undertaken according to the Study Brief, which 
is clear in its aspirations to: 

                                                 
2 ‘Green Belt serves five purposes: 

- to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas; 

- to prevent neighbouring towns merging into one another; 

- to assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment; 

- to preserve the setting and special character of historic towns; and 

- to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban 

land.’ 
3 ‘Once Green Belts have been defined, local planning authorities should plan positively to 

enhance the beneficial use of the Green Belt, such as looking for opportunities to provide access; 

to provide opportunities for outdoor sport and recreation; to retain and enhance landscapes, 

visual amenity and biodiversity; or to improve damaged and derelict land.’ 
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• Identify, describe and justify the broad Strategic Zones within the 
Metropolitan Green Belt which span the sub-region in which 
Chiltern and South Bucks Districts are situated. 

• Assess the Strategic Zones using a methodology consistent with 
the Part One Green Belt Assessment, in order to ensure the 
complementarity of the Review with the existing evidence base. 

• Provide a high-level assessment of the performance of each of the 
Strategic Zones against the five purposes of the Green Belt set out 
in the NPPF.  

• Consider whether and, if so, how each of the Strategic Zones 
forms part of a wider network at a greater than District level, 
including how the zones function as part of the wider Metropolitan 
Green Belt. 

• Consider each Strategic Zone’s sensitivity to change, including its 
strengths and vulnerabilities. 

• Consider what, if any, strategic role the Green Belt in Chiltern and 
South Bucks should have over the period to 2036 within the 
context of the NPPF and any other relevant national planning 
policy.  

1.4 Duty to Cooperate 

1.4.1 The Duty to Cooperate emphasises the importance of close liaison 
with neighbouring authorities. The Brief for this Study was shared 
with relevant Duty to Cooperate bodies for comment prior to its 
finalisation. Similarly, a draft version of this report was issued to 
relevant Duty to Cooperate bodies for comment in November 2017 
prior to finalisation. All comments received on the draft Brief and 
draft report, and changes made as a result of this consultation, are 
provided in Appendix B. 

1.5 Report Structure 

1.5.1 Following this introduction, this report is structured as follows: 

• Chapter 2 sets out the methodology for the Review. 

• Chapter 3 sets out the key findings of the Review. 

• Chapter 4 sets out the strategic role of the Metropolitan Green Belt 
in Chiltern and South Bucks Districts and beyond. 

• Chapter 5 sets out the conclusions of the Review. 

• Appendix A sets out the source documents which have informed 
this Study. 

• Appendix B provides a summary of comments received from Duty 
to Cooperate bodies on the draft Brief and draft of this Report. 

• Appendix C provides a glossary of key terms. 
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2 Methodology 

2.1 Introduction 

2.1.1 This Strategic Green Belt Review is intended to complement the Part 
One Assessment for Chiltern and South Bucks, and inform the 
Councils’ Green Belt Part Two Assessment. The approach and 
methodology are therefore consistent with the Part One methodology, 
while acknowledging the scale of assessment differs, including: 

• Utilisation of the same broad approach to consideration of, and 
assessment against, the purposes of Green Belt. 

• Use of the same definitions for key terminology and assessment 
criteria (see glossary of terms in Appendix C). 

• Use of the same large built-up areas (Purpose 1), settlements 
(Purpose 2), and historic settlements (Purpose 4). 

2.2 Identification of Strategic Zones 

2.2.1 The first task was to identify a series of Strategic Zones within the 
Green Belt, extending across the districts and into the wider sub-
region.  

2.2.2 Unlike the Part One Green Belt Assessment which identified defined 
parcels of land for assessment (General Areas) based on permanent 
and defensible boundaries, the Strategic Zones identified for this 
Review are broad areas identified largely through commonalities in 
their character and natural constraints or barriers, together with their 
high-level functional purposes (in Green Belt terms) at a strategic 
scale and being of relevance to Chiltern and South Bucks’ plan-
making process. The boundaries between each Strategic Zone are 
therefore not hard and fast, but represent zones of transition from one 
Zone to another. There is an element of overlap between the zones in 
these transition areas. 

2.2.3 Drawing upon Arup’s existing knowledge of the Metropolitan Green 
Belt from the original Part One Green Belt Assessment and policy 
documents (listed in Appendix A), Strategic Zones were identified 
based on the following: 

• historic development patterns; 

• patterns of land use; 

• distinctive functional role in the sub-regional context; 

• urban morphology and extent of built form; and 

• their relationship with large built-up areas. 

2.2.4 Four Strategic Zones were identified, as shown in Map 1 and 
summarised below: 
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• Strategic Zone A – London Fringe: A band of Green Belt 
stretching north-south along the outer fringes of west London from 
Heathrow Airport and surrounding villages in the south, through 
Uxbridge and Hillingdon, towards Rickmansworth in the north, 
and beyond to the southern edge of Hemel Hempstead. The 
western edge of the Strategic Zone abuts the large built-up areas of 
Slough, Gerrards Cross / Chalfont St Peter and Hemel Hempstead. 
The Zone is characterised by relatively narrow bands of Green 
Belt between settlements at the edge of London, particularly 
towards the south. Further north, the Zone is more open in 
character with rural land and a network of managed open spaces 
and open agricultural land. While the Zone’s character alters as it 
moves from south to north, it is considered appropriate to identify 
as a single Zone given its overarching functional role at the edge 
of London.  

• Strategic Zone B – Thames Valley: A west-east band of Green 
Belt which broadly aligns with the Thames Valley, starting at the 
Staines Reservoirs in west London and moving east towards 
Windsor and Slough, and the onwards towards Maidenhead and 
Marlow. The southern corridor of Green Belt in Strategic Zone B 
constitutes a narrow but coherent network of semi-natural, 
managed open spaces, which broadly follow the River Thames 
channel, between the large built-up areas. A northern corridor 
from Langley Park in the east towards Marlow and the outer edge 
of the Metropolitan Green Belt in the west is interspersed with 
linear development that extends from Slough and High Wycombe, 
but constitutes a band of open countryside separating the large 
built-up areas from each other and their rural hinterlands, as well 
as preventing further ribbon development. 

• Strategic Zone C – Chilterns Wedge: A broad wedge of Green 
Belt that extends from the West London suburbs in Three Rivers 
District to the edge of the Chiltern Hills Area of Outstanding 
Natural Beauty (AONB). This Zone predominantly comprises 
rural swathes of open countryside and woodlands, which form the 
hinterland of historic towns such as Amersham, Beaconsfield, 
Chesham, Chalfont St Peter and Chalfont St Giles and Great 
Missenden. While there are a number of settlements such as 
Chalfont St Peter / Gerrards Cross and Beaconsfield, whose 
development pattern was determined by proximity to commuter 
railway stations, the settlement pattern is generally dispersed and 
centred on small historic village cores. 

• Strategic Zone D – Outer Chilterns Belt: The outermost section 
of the Metropolitan Green Belt north-west of London, stretching 
from the M40 in Wycombe District up to Dacorum District, where 
the Green Belt abruptly breaks beyond Tring and Berkhamsted to 
the north. This Strategic Zone predominantly covers a varied and 
rural landscape, comprising steep-sided chalk hillsides, open 
agricultural land and wooded enclosures. Its geographic and 
functional distance from Greater London and the large built-up 
areas to the south of the Zone results in a more remote and rural 
character. 
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2.2.5 Given the role of this Assessment in the plan-making process for 
Chiltern and South Bucks District, Map 1 is focussed on the 
administrative areas of the two Districts. However, Green Belt is a 
strategic issue which does not stop at a local authority boundary. For 
that reason, and for the purposes of understanding and assessing the 
strategic role of the Green Belt in Chiltern and South Bucks as part of 
the wider Metropolitan Green Belt, this Assessment considers wider 
zones of Green Belt that extend into a wider sub-region of relevance 
to both authorities. The Strategic Zones do not necessarily ‘end’ at the 
edges of the map, but extend further into the wider Metropolitan 
Green Belt. The character and function of the wider Metropolitan 
Green Belt has not been assessed in this Study. 
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2.3 Assessment Against NPPF Purposes and 

Sensitivity to Change 

2.3.1 Having identified these Strategic Zones, each was assessed against the 
five purposes of the Green Belt set out in the NPPF, using the 
methodology set out below. For each purpose, this incorporated 
qualitative analysis of this contribution, culminating in an overall 
judgement as to the degree of contribution made, based on a broad 
rating scale ranging from “No Role” through to “Very Strong”. 

Purpose 1: To check unrestricted sprawl of large built-up area 

2.3.2 Each Strategic Zone was assessed for the role it plays in preventing 
sprawl not only from London (the original strategic purpose of the 
Metropolitan Green Belt) but also from other large built-up areas 
across South Bucks and Chiltern, and within neighbouring authorities 
(as identified in the Buckinghamshire Green Belt Assessment (Part 
1)). This was assessed through reviewing the number of large built-up 
areas enclosed or abutted by the Green Belt within each Strategic 
Zone and the nature of this relationship. For example, Zones 
characterised by a number of large built-up areas surrounded by Green 
Belt with a strong link to the wider Green Belt network were 
considered to contribute strongly to meeting this purpose. Built-up 
areas with surrounding Green Belt, but with a lesser degree of 
containment, were considered to contribute more moderately to this 
purpose, while built-up areas which are enclosed by fragmented Green 
Belt with limited connections to the wider network were viewed to 
play a lesser role. The presence of physical infrastructure and natural 
landforms which act to restrict sprawl were also considered.  

Purpose 2: To prevent neighbouring towns merging into one 

another 

2.3.3 This assessment utilised the list of settlements published in the 
Buckinghamshire Green Belt Assessment (Part 1) to understand the 
nature of the gaps between those settlements provided by the Green 
Belt in each Strategic Zone. The extent to which each Zone played a 
role in preventing the merging of neighbouring towns was assessed 
using the following definitions: 

• ‘Essential gaps’, where development would significantly reduce 
the perceived or actual distance between settlements – play a 
strong role in meeting the purpose.  

• ‘Wider gaps’, where limited development may be possible without 
coalescence between settlements – play a moderate role in meeting 
the purpose. 

• ‘Less essential gaps’, where development is likely to be possible 
without any risk of coalescence between settlements – play a weak 
role in meeting the purpose. 
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Purpose 3: To assist in safeguarding the countryside from 

encroachment 

2.3.4 The assessment of this purpose considered openness and the extent to 
which the Green Belt can be characterised as ‘countryside’, thus 
resisting encroachment from past development. This was reviewed 
through a qualitative assessment of aerial imagery to understand the 
amount of built form present in each Strategic Zone, supplemented by 
a review of evidence base documents relating to land use, character 
and methodology (see Section 2.4). The more urban the character of 
the Zone and the higher level of built form, the lower its role in 
meeting this purpose.  

Purpose 4: To preserve the setting and special character of 

historic towns 

2.3.5 Utilising the historic settlements published in the Buckinghamshire 
Green Belt Assessment (Part 1), this assessment explored the role of 
the Green Belt in each Strategic Zone in retaining open land and/or 
landscape context around historic centres. This covered two main 
aspects: the role of the Zone in providing immediate context for the 
settlement; and the Green Belt’s contribution to views and vistas 
between the historic settlement and surrounding countryside (both 
inwards and outwards). The relative importance of particular 
landforms or landscape features to the setting and special character of 
a historic town was adjudged using the Buckinghamshire Landscape 
Character Assessment, as well as Townscape Character Studies and 
Conservation Area Assessments (where applicable). This was 
supplemented through existing knowledge from the Part One Green 
Belt Assessment.  

Purpose 5: To assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the 

recycling of derelict and other urban land 

2.3.6 While it is acknowledged that, when assessing ‘parcels’ or smaller 
areas of Green Belt, it is particularly challenging to differentiate the 
performance against Purpose 5, this is not to say that the Green Belt 
does not, as a whole, contribute to this Purpose by focussing 
development into urban settlements which it surrounds. At the 
Strategic scale, it is possible to garner a broad understanding of the 
role of different Green Belt areas by reviewing the number and size of 
urban settlements within each Strategic Zone. Strategic Zones with a 
greater number of urban settlements or those of a larger scale were 
considered to play a stronger role, whereas those with few settlements 
or settlements of a smaller size were considered to contribute more 
weakly to this purpose. This was supplemented with a review of the 
urban capacity of key settlements (e.g. London, Slough, Maidenhead, 
Hemel Hempstead) for brownfield redevelopment and the strategic 
urban regeneration needs and ambitions over the plan period and 
beyond, and the role which the Chiltern and South Bucks Green Belt 
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plays in assisting their delivery and/or helping to minimise the risk of 
non-delivery. 

Sensitivity to Change 

2.3.7 Following the high-level assessment of the Strategic Zones against the 
NPPF purposes, an overall judgement was made with regard to each 
Zone’s strategic sensitivity to change (e.g. if land was to be removed 
from the Green Belt through the local plan process), in particular in 
light of the strategic growth pressures and fragmented nature of the 
Green Belt within southern South Bucks. This judgement was based 
on an assessment against the purposes and a qualitative review of the 
extent to which change would compromise the Zone’s ability to fulfil 
the strategic role it is currently assessed to provide. Sensitivity is 
intrinsically related to the strength of the role currently played, with a 
stronger role linked to a greater impact of change (e.g. a Zone with 
strong openness would be more significantly impacted by an increase 
in built form and thus sensitive in relation to Purpose 3, whereas an 
area of moderate or weak openness would be less likely to be 
fundamentally altered by such a change).  

2.4 Source Documents 

2.4.1 This assessment has been informed by a range of background 
documents, which are set out in Appendix A. 
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3 Findings  

3.1.1 As set out in Section 2, this Strategic Green Belt Review considered 
four broad geographical areas, and focussed on: 

• The role of Chiltern and South Bucks Green Belt within the wider 
sub-regional context of the Metropolitan Green Belt; and 

• The different functional areas of Green Belt within the 
Districts. 

3.1.2 Each of the four geographical areas functions in slightly different 
ways in the context of the Green Belt purposes set out in the NPPF, 
with each playing its own unique role in relation to the wider 
Metropolitan Green Belt at the sub-regional and Joint Local Plan 
level. This section provides the findings of the Assessment. 

3.2 Strategic Zone A – London Fringe 

Sub-Regional 

Context 

Strategic Zone A forms a band of Green Belt running north-south, abutting 

the outer fringes of west London. This strategic arc can be traced from 

Heathrow Airport and surrounding villages in the south, around Uxbridge 

and Hillingdon, towards Rickmansworth in the north and beyond to the 

southern edge of Hemel Hempstead.  

This Zone is characterised by relatively narrow bands of Green Belt between 

settlements. The character of Strategic Zone A, particularly in the south, is 

therefore influenced strongly by development. It is traversed by major road 

and rail infrastructure associated with the M25 and M40 motorways, Great 

Western Railway and Metropolitan line, as well as electricity pylons. 

The Zone is characterised by a density gradient running south to north. The 

south of the Zone within the M25 encloses a substantial amount of 

development, comprising West Drayton and Uxbridge in LB Hillingdon and 

Heathrow Airport. Residential, light industrial and commercial development 

along arterial roads has created a relatively dense settlement pattern where 

Green Belt boundaries are sometimes contiguous; such as the London Road 

(A4) corridor between Colnbrook / Poyle and Slough or the Oxford Road 

(A40) corridor between Uxbridge and New Denham.  

Strategic Zone A abuts a number of ‘Metroland’ settlements which rapidly 

expanded in the early 20th century, owing to the arrival of the Metropolitan 

line e.g. Croxley Green, Rickmansworth and Chorleywood in Three Rivers 

District. This suburban corridor of settlement along the Metropolitan line 

extends towards Amersham and Chesham.   

Overall, while varying in degree of openness and the prevalence of built 

form, Strategic Area A forms a strategic arc of open spaces separating the 

large built-up areas of Greater London and Slough, and smaller settlements 

such as Iver, Iver Heath, New Denham, Gerrards Cross / Chalfont St Peter, 

Harefield, Rickmansworth and Chorleywood. Although settlements in the 

south of the Zone, such as Colnbrook / Poyle, are semi-contiguous with 
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neighbouring settlements, Strategic Zone A contributes to maintaining the 

existing settlement pattern. 

Chiltern and 

South Bucks 

Context 

Strategic Zone A constitutes a strategic arc of Green Belt that runs along the 

eastern edge of Chiltern and South Bucks Districts.  

In the south-east of South Bucks District, the Zone abuts the suburban 

western edge of West Drayton (Greater London) and the eastern edge of the 

Slough built-up area. To the east of the M25, the Zone is characterised 

considerably by the built form of residential ribbon development (Richings 

Park, Iver, Iver Heath) and interspersed concentrations of employment uses 

close to the M25 corridor. 

Strategic Zone A bounds the eastern edge of the Slough built-up area, 

ensuring a narrow stretch of open spaces between Slough and the western 

edge of the Greater London built-up area east of the M25. This swathe of 

Green Belt has prevented the further development of light industrial and 

commercial uses along the A4 corridor between Slough and Heathrow. 

The south of the Zone contains a patchwork of managed open spaces (e.g. 

Richings Park Golf Course) and semi-natural spaces (e.g. Harmondsworth 

Moor and parts of the Colne Valley Regional Park) which provide a narrow 

band of open land between the large built-up areas of Greater London and 

Slough. The northern part of Strategic Zone A is more rural in character than 

the network of managed open spaces and piecemeal development towards 

the south. Whilst the area of the Zone north-east of Gerrards Cross / 

Chalfont St Peter is traversed by the M25, it is more open in character than 

areas to the south owing to the prevalence of agricultural fields and the 

country park setting of the Colne Valley Regional Park.  

Character Broadly, there is a gradual transition in the character of the Strategic Zone, 

from the outer London fringe in the south towards open green spaces and 

interspersed suburban settlement in the north. The section of the Zone to the 

south of the M40 is particularly punctuated by built form, including 

settlements which are characterised by pre-Green Belt ribbon development, 

such as Colnbrook / Poyle and Iver.  

The more rural character of the north of the Zone is reinforced by the higher 

prevalence of agricultural land uses; the openness of arable agricultural 

fields is interspersed by the suburban edge of settlements such as Chalfont 

St Peter and Chorleywood.  Such agricultural land uses are limited in scale 

to the south of the M40. Outside of the densely settled areas in the south of 

the Zone, managed or semi-natural open green spaces such as golf courses 

(at Iver, Richings Park, Thorney, Denham, Gerrards Cross), or the country 

parks within the Colne Valley Regional Park, contribute to an urban fringe 

character. 

The Colne Valley traverses the Zone from Colnbrook / Poyle in the south 

towards Rickmansworth to the north. The landscape and waterscape of the 

Colne Valley Regional Park, which comprises a chain of filled gravel pits 

(such as Broadwater Lake) and river channels set in a country park setting, 

creates a sense of openness in an otherwise fragmented Strategic Zone of 

Green Belt.  
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Function Strategic Zone A contains a variety of residential, industrial, recreational 

and infrastructure-related land uses and functions. Owing to its proximity to 

the Greater London built-up area, the Zone contains a dispersed pattern of 

settlement, which is primarily suburban in character, including settlements 

such as Colnbrook / Poyle, Denham Green, Rickmansworth and 

Chorleywood. This diverse mix of both rural and urban land uses within 

Strategic Zone A reflects the close proximity of settlements.  

The southern portion of Strategic Zone A is more industrial in character, 

owing to the prevalence of former and operational minerals extraction sites 

and the Grand Union Canal industrial corridor west of Uxbridge4. 

To the east of Slough, the numerous on-going and former mineral extraction 

activities comprise a significant land use. Employment uses such as light 

industry and distribution, as well as airport hotels, are concentrated 

immediately to the west of the M25, which are associated with nearby 

Heathrow Airport. The M40 corridor broadly demarcates a transition from 

the prevalence of urban land uses in the south and more rural land uses in 

the north. This is particularly pronounced within the M25, where dense 

settlement gives way to undulating arable and pastoral farmland as well as 

parkland5. The Colne Valley Regional Park contains country parks, 

watersports and fishing facilities and nature reserves, which are available to 

the general public. A number of golf courses, hotels, parks and gardens such 

as Newland Park, offer recreational opportunities within the setting of 

managed open space.  

West of the M25, managed open spaces such as Richings Park Golf Course 

and Bangors Park are interspersed with contained employment uses, such as 

Ditton Park or Pinewood Studios at Iver. This contrasts with the denser 

industrial and residential areas clustered along the Grand Union Canal to the 

east of the M25, such as West London Industrial Park in Uxbridge or 

Uxbridge Bridge Business Park in Denham.  

Given the prevalence of urban economic, residential, recreational and 

infrastructural land uses associated with the area’s proximity to Greater 

London and the strategic road network, Strategic Zone A appears to be 

highly functionally interlinked with Greater London.  

 

  

                                                 
4 Hillingdon Townscape Character Study Final Report, Allies and Morrison Urban Practitioners, 

2013 
5 Hillingdon Townscape Character Study Final Report, Allies and Morrison Urban Practitioners, 

2013 
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Assessment: Strategic Zone A – London Fringe 

Purpose 1 To check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas 

 
Strategic Zone A plays a strong role in meeting the Purpose.  

Due to both the presence of a number of large urban settlements (London, 

Slough) and the historic ribbon development, predating the Metropolitan 

Green Belt, particularly along the Oxford Road (A40) and London Road 

(A4), Strategic Zone A’s Green Belt is fragmented in places, particularly 

towards the south of Strategic Zone A. However, marking the outer edge of 

Greater London, the Green Belt in Strategic Zone A acts to prevent the 

outward sprawl of both the capital and Slough. There is a quick transition 

from the urban fabric of Uxbridge and West Drayton to the open fields and 

semi-natural environment within the Green Belt immediately adjacent to 

these settlements.  

Further north, the Strategic Zone plays a vital role not only in protecting this 

more rurally characterised part of the Green Belt from sprawl from Watford 

and Greater London to the east, but also by acting to prevent sprawl from 

other large built-up areas enclosed by or adjacent to the Zone, such as 

Rickmansworth and Gerrards Cross / Chalfont St Peter.  

While the buffering role of the Green Belt is reinforced in some instances by 

the presence of physical infrastructure, including the M25, M40, Great 

Western Railway and Metropolitan Line, this is not present in all locations 

across the Zone and thus alone would not be sufficient to prevent the 

outward sprawl.  

Overall, while the Green Belt is fragmented in places, it plays a strong role 

both in the south of the Strategic Zone by preventing the sprawl of Slough 

and Greater London (Uxbridge / West Drayton) and preventing the sprawl 

of built-up areas in the north (Rickmansworth, Gerrards Cross / Chalfont St 

Peter) and further east towards Watford.    

Purpose 2 To prevent neighbouring towns merging into one another 

 
Strategic Zone A plays a strong role in meeting the Purpose.  

There are a number of narrow gaps between settlements within this Strategic 

Zone. These parts of the Green Belt provide essential gaps, particularly 

between: the Greater London built-up area, Iver Heath / Iver / Richings 

Park, and Slough; and also further north around Rickmansworth, 

Chorleywood, Croxley Green, and Watford. They act to protect the integrity 

of these settlement boundaries, preventing them from merging into each 

other.  

While the east-west merging of settlements is the key risk the Green Belt in 

this Strategic Zone acts to prevent, it also plays a role in preventing the 

north-south merging of smaller settlements, including Rickmansworth and 

Maple Cross, Iver and Iver Heath, and South Harefield and Harefield, by 

protecting essential gaps between them.   
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In the northern-most parts of this Strategic Zone, the Green Belt is 

characterised by largely open fields, and the gaps between settlements 

within this Strategic Zone (Rickmansworth / Hemel Hempstead) are 

generally wider – notwithstanding the narrower gaps set out above.  

However, towards the south of the Strategic Zone, a number of narrow 

bands of Green Belt are vitally important in preventing merging of 

settlements, and any further development in this area could compromise the 

separation between Greater London and Slough in particular. The existing 

east-west ribbon development along the Oxford Road (A40) and London 

Road (A4), which contributes to the discontinuous character of the Green 

Belt in this Zone also acts to reinforce the importance of the remaining 

Green Belt in preventing the merging of these settlements. 

Overall, while the north of the Zone plays a lesser strategic role in this 

purpose, the prevalent pattern within Strategic Zone A is of narrow gaps 

separating settlements (both large and small) and therefore playing an 

important role in protecting these settlements from merging with one 

another. Particularly in the southern parts of the Strategic Zone, these gaps 

are essential in protecting the merging of the major urban settlements of 

Greater London and Slough (and the smaller settlements of Iver and 

Richings Park).  

Purpose 3 To assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment 

 
Strategic Zone A plays a moderate role in meeting the Purpose. 

The southern part of the Zone is characterised by a significant amount of 

built form, both dispersed broadly and clustered, particularly around the 

outer London fringes and moving west towards Slough. This detracts from 

the sense of rurality. Acting to separate the two large urban settlements of 

Greater London and Slough, this part of the Strategic Zone, plays a minimal 

role in protecting the countryside from encroachment.  

The northern part of the Zone (north of the M40) possesses a more rural and 

open character. While there are some urban settlements surrounded by the 

Green Belt, there are some large swathes of agricultural land and open space 

which are unbroken by urban settlement and are largely open, particularly to 

the north of Rickmansworth and moving further east towards the areas of 

Ickenham and Ruislip.  Linking into the wider strategic Green Belt network, 

and to the open countryside beyond to the north and west, this part of the 

Strategic Area therefore plays an important role in preventing encroachment 

into the countryside.  

Overall, while some parts of Strategic Zone A are more urban in character, 

the rural and open nature of the northern parts of the Strategic Zone and 

their links to the wider countryside beyond are important in meeting this 

purpose.   
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Purpose 4 To preserve the setting and special character of historic towns 

 
Strategic Zone A plays no role in meeting the Purpose.  

The Zone does not contain nor influence the setting of the historic settlement 

cores set out in the Buckinghamshire Green Belt Assessment (Part 1). 

Purpose 5 To assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict 

and other urban land 

 
Strategic Zone A plays a strong role in meeting the Purpose. 

There are a significant number of settlements enclosed by, or abutting, the 

Green Belt within this Zone, many of which are of a significant urban scale 

(Greater London, Slough, and Rickmansworth). Given the ambition to focus 

growth within urban areas, the Green Belt’s position surrounding such 

settlements allows it to encourage development to be focussed on urban 

brownfield land.  

In Slough Borough there is a focus on growth on the urban areas. Slough 

Borough Council’s Core Strategy (2006-2026) and Site Allocations DPD 

sets out its intentions to focus development in the most accessible locations, 

particularly through the comprehensive redevelopment of parts of the town 

centre. Almost all of its residential and employment site allocations include 

previously developed land. More recently, the Council has expressed 

concern about the capacity of Slough to accommodate growth solely within 

its settlement boundary, noting that its shortage of developable land will 

necessitate most growth being accommodated on previously developed land 

rather than greenfield sites.  This document outlines different spatial 

development scenarios, the majority of which are on brownfield sites; 

however, there are options which explore Green Belt release outside of 

Slough. 

In London Borough of Hillingdon, the Council suggests that there is 

significant land capacity to accommodate growth. The Hillingdon Local 

Plan (Parts 1 and 2)6 sets out aspirations for prioritising brownfield land as 

the location for future housing development and economic growth. The Plan 

aims to harness new development to intensify Uxbridge town centre and 

maximise the opportunity presented by former RAF Uxbridge south of the 

town centre, as well as leveraging development and Crossrail to regenerate 

the Hayes/West Drayton Corridor. 

Within Chiltern and South Bucks Districts, the 2017 SHLAA7 shows some 

limited opportunities for development within the non-Green Belt settlements 

within Strategic Zone A, including Richings Park, Iver and Iver Heath.  

                                                 
6 Hillingdon Local Plan: Part 1 – Strategic Policies (Adopted November 2012) and Hillingdon 

Local Plan: Part 2 - Site Allocations and Designations (Revised Proposed Submission Version, 

October 2015), London Borough of Hillingdon 
7 Draft Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment (HELAA), 2nd Published Document 

(Superseding January 2016 Version) May 2017, Chiltern District Council and South Bucks District 

Council 
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Overall, there are a number of urban settlements surrounded by, or abutting, 

the Green Belt in Strategic Zone A, which are thus encouraged to consider 

development opportunities within the settlement boundary. The Green Belt 

in this Zone, therefore, plays an important role in supporting the strategic 

objectives of focussing development on brownfield land.  

Sensitivity to 

Change 

Strategic Zone A is particularly sensitive to change in relation to Purpose 1 

(restricting the sprawl of urban areas) and Purpose 2 (preventing 

coalescence between towns). Given the fragmented nature of the Green Belt 

(especially in the south of the Zone) and the narrowness of strategic gaps 

between the settlements of Slough and Greater London in particular, any 

change within this area could act to significantly compromise the role 

played by the Green Belt in maintaining separation between these two large 

urban settlements.   

In areas further north, sensitivity with regard to Purposes 1 and 2 is more 

limited, due to a reduction in the amount and density of built form. 

However, the open and rural character of the northern parts of the Zone 

makes it sensitive (albeit to a more limited extent, due to the presence of 

built form and urban land uses) with regard to Purpose 3 (preventing 

encroachment into the countryside). The impact of any change upon this 

rural character should, therefore, be taken into account.   

Considering the strong role played by Strategic Zone A with regards to 

Purpose 5 (assisting in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of 

derelict and other urban land), it is sensitive to change in areas abutting 

Greater London and the large built-up areas within the Strategic Zone. 

Changes around the large built-up areas would increase the number of 

available greenfield development opportunities and potentially undermine 

the attractiveness and viability of development on previously developed land 

within existing urban areas. 

3.3 Strategic Zone B – Thames Valley 

Sub-Regional 

Context 

Strategic Zone B comprises a west-east band of Green Belt which broadly 

aligns with the Thames Valley, starting at the Staines Reservoirs in west 

London and moving east towards Maidenhead and Marlow. Strategic Zone 

B primarily functions as a separator between the major settlements beyond 

Greater London, completely enclosing Windsor, Slough and Maidenhead, 

and abutting the southern edge of High Wycombe.  

Although settlement and infrastructure corridors such as the M4 and Great 

Western Railway sever parts of Strategic Zone B, the River Thames and its 

floodplains unify the Zone’s character. The gentle terraces north of Slough 

constitute a patchwork of ancient and re-planted woodland and agricultural 

land, interspersed with small settlements.  

The southern part of Strategic Zone B constitutes a narrow but coherent 

network of semi-natural, managed open spaces along the River Thames 

channel, between the large built-up areas of Slough and Windsor. The 

primary land uses within the southern corridor comprise the swathe of 
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managed open spaces of the Windsor Great Park, alongside recreational uses 

such as golf courses, sports fields and Dorney Lake, and interspersed with 

smaller settlements (e.g. Eton Wick). 

A northern corridor can be traced from Langley Park in the east towards 

Marlow (enclosing Slough) and beyond the Metropolitan Green Belt in the 

west. This corridor is interspersed with linear development that extends 

from Slough (Burnham / Farnham Royal / Farnham Common) and High 

Wycombe (Loudwater / Flackwell Heath / Bourne End). It contains a 

considerable amount of ribbon development: along the Bath Road (A308) 

between Maidenhead and Slough and along the London Road (A4) between 

Slough and Colnbrook / Poyle. 

The large, semi-natural managed open spaces of historic estates, parks and 

gardens such as Frogmore House or Windsor Great Park, as well as 

numerous golf clubs, contribute to the more open character of the Green 

Belt west of the London Fringe (Strategic Zone A). The severance effect of 

the M40/A40 corridor to the south of Beaconsfield and High Wycombe 

demarcates an area of transition from the Thames Valley lowlands to the 

undulating slopes and interspersed woodland of the Chilterns to the north. 

Strategic Zone B surrounds the historic Thameside towns of Eton and 

Windsor in RB Windsor and Maidenhead, and Marlow in Wycombe 

District8, thereby preserving the settlements’ visual and physical linkages 

with the surrounding countryside and managed open spaces. 

Chiltern and 

South Bucks 

Context 

Within the South Bucks context, Strategic Zone B comprises a mosaic of 

linear settlement, open land and areas of semi-natural woodland. The extent 

of woodland features ranges from the dense but interspersed wooded cover 

of managed open spaces, such as golf courses (e.g. Lambourne, Huntswood, 

Burnham Beeches golf courses) and the extensive historic woodland at 

Burnham Beeches.  

Recreational land uses such as golf clubs, country hotels, National Trust 

properties (Clivedon House and Dorneywood Garden) and watersports 

facilities at Dorney Lake comprise a significant proportion of the Zone 

within South Bucks.  

The south of Strategic Zone B surrounds the large built-up area of Slough 

and contains settlements which are largely contiguous with Slough's built-up 

boundary; Burnham and Farnham Royal. To the west of Burnham, Zone B 

constitutes a gap between the edge of the Slough built-up area and the 

riverside settlements of Taplow Village and Taplow Riverside. To the north 

of Slough, Zone B comprises a mixture of pasture fields, farmsteads, 

managed (e.g. Stoke Park Country Club Spa and Farnham Park Baseball and 

Softball Complex) and semi-natural open spaces (e.g. Stoke Common), 

which separate the linear settlements of Farnham Common and Stoke Poges 

from each other, as well as from the edge of the Slough urban fringe.   

                                                 
8 Buckinghamshire and Neighbouring Historic Towns identified in Table 4.3: Historic Settlement 

Cores Considered in Purpose 4 Assessment in Arup (2016) Buckinghamshire Green Belt 

Assessment Report 
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In addition to the open green spaces around and between the large built-up 

areas and smaller settlements, Strategic Zone B contains a corridor of open 

green spaces along the River Thames between Windsor / Slough at Dorney 

Common and along the river between Taplow towards Hedsor House. 

Similarly, the Zone also contains a corridor of countryside and managed 

open spaces between and around the linear settlements of Iver, Stoke Poges 

and Farnham Royal / Farnham Common. 

Character Strategic Zone B forms part of the wider Thames Valley, which has a flatter 

topography centred upon the meandering River Thames channel. The 

character of the Zone is influenced heavily by the urban fringes of the large 

built-up areas of Slough, Windsor and Maidenhead. The Zone exhibits a 

strong linear west-east settlement pattern along the A4/M4 motorway/Great 

Western Railway corridor, as exemplified by the narrow strips of Green Belt 

separating Slough / Maidenhead / Taplow Village. This linear corridor of 

near continuous development in the south of the Zone contrasts partly with 

some of the dispersed settlement to the north of Slough. Nevertheless, the 

Green Belt is also fragmented by linear development between Wexham and 

Stoke Poges, and between Slough and Farnham Royal / Farnham Common.  

This semi-urban character is particularly prominent to the east, where the 

natural character of the area contains significant infrastructure; the dense 

road network associated with the M25/M4, railway lines, pylons and 

extensive on-going sand and gravel extraction9. 

Whilst the density of settlements results in a fragmented Green Belt corridor 

in the centre of the Zone, considerable expanses of openness exist outside of 

the large built-up areas, in spite of dispersed settlement pattern. To the 

north, the managed woodland at Burnham Beeches National Nature Reserve 

and Stoke Common interrupt long views across the Zone. To the west, 

settled river valley gives way to open countryside which is overwhelmingly 

rural in character, reinforced by long views across agricultural land in use 

for arable farming or pasture land10. The man-made waterscape of the 

Wraysbury and Queen Mother reservoirs, Dorney Lake, as well as the filled 

gravel pits also contribute to this sense of openness outside of the built-up 

areas 

The unique historical setting of Windsor Castle, which benefits from a 

prominent position on an outcrop of chalk immediately east of Windsor, 

with the intensely landscaped and semi-natural spaces of Windsor Great 

Park, also contributes to a semi-rural character outside of the large built-up 

areas. Similarly, historic properties and their associated landscaped and 

semi-natural pasture or woodlands, such as Cliveden House and 

Dorneywood Garden, provide such spaces to the north of Slough11.  

Function In line with the character of Strategic Zone B, to the east of the Maidenhead, 

urban land uses such as settlement or managed open space prevail over 

limited agricultural activity. Where agricultural activity exists, it is primarily 

                                                 
9 National Character Area profile: 115. Thames Valley, Natural England, 2012 
10 National Character Area profile: 115. Thames Valley, Natural England, 2012 
11 Chiltern District Landscape Character Assessment, Land Use Consultants / Chiltern District 

Council / Buckinghamshire County Council, 2011 
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associated with pasture activities. Outside of the large built-up areas, the 

footprint of infrastructure as well as recreational land uses dominate. 

Similarly, in the north of the Zone, the function is largely rural open land 

and woodland. This contrasts with the land uses in the east and south of the 

Zone which largely centre around urban settlement and built form, as well as 

urban fringe land uses.  

The managed open spaces of hotel grounds, golf clubs, historic parks and 

gardens and leisure facilities are prominent land uses in the Zone. For 

example, the Odds Farm Park campsite, Farnham Park softball fields and 

Stoke Park Country Club occupy and manage large expanses of green open 

space.  

On-going minerals extraction also occupies a significant footprint, such as 

George Green Quarry adjacent to Middle Green or Springfield Farm Quarry 

and Landfill Site, which lies immediately south of the M40 at Beaconsfield.  

Standalone developments with large areas of car parking or hardstanding 

punctuate the Zone, such as Wexham Park Hospital, Wexham Springs office 

park or Beaconsfield Services.  

Overall, notwithstanding the land uses associated with the large built-up 

areas within the Zone, the Zone accommodates land use activities 

commonly associated with the urban fringe, including a mixture of natural 

and managed open spaces. 

 

Assessment: Strategic Zone B – Thames Valley 

Purpose 1 To check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas 

 
Strategic Zone B plays a strong role in meeting the Purpose.  

The nature of the Green Belt varies across the Zone, however it is largely 

made up of managed open spaces and semi-natural land uses which act to 

separate a number of large urban settlements which are completely enclosed 

by the Green Belt in this Zone (Slough, Marlow, Maidenhead, Windsor) or 

abutted by it (High Wycombe).  

The south-western edge of the Strategic Zone, is characterised by open land, 

which is largely unbroken by development. This lack of built form limits the 

Green Belt’s role in this part of the Zone in preventing sprawl. Further east 

and north, however, fully enclosing the large built-up areas of Slough, 

Marlow, Maidenhead, and Windsor, the Green Belt provides a buffer around 

each of these settlements, protecting their boundary integrity and preventing 

their sprawl into the open and, in many cases, rural land which surrounds 

them.  

In some cases this role is supported by the presence of physical 

infrastructure and natural features, including the M4 in particular, as well as 

the M40 and River Thames. Notably, however, there is no physical 

infrastructure ‘hard line’ which acts to prevent the potential north / north-
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eastern sprawl of Slough and Maidenhead into the south of South Bucks 

District, which is currently characterised by open and at times rural land and 

woodland. As such the Green Belt plays a strong role in preventing sprawl 

from these key settlements.   

The Green Belt in this Strategic Zone also has a role to play in linking to the 

wider network of Metropolitan Green Belt to the south and the rural 

hinterland beyond, with largely uninterrupted links to the west of 

Maidenhead, and south towards Windsor Great Park. 

Overall, there are areas of this Strategic Zone (particularly in the most 

northern parts of the Zone) which do not enclose any significant urban 

settlements, and thus perform this Purpose to a lesser extent. However, the 

Green Belt within Strategic Zone B more widely plays a vital role in 

protecting the integrity of the boundary around the larger urban settlements 

towards the east, particularly preventing sprawl into surrounding open and 

rural lands and the exacerbation of existing patterns of ribbon development 

between these settlements.   

Purpose 2 To prevent neighbouring towns merging into one another 

 
Strategic Zone B plays a strong role in meeting this Purpose.  

Enclosing a number of large towns and settlements, the (often narrow and 

thus essential) gaps between these settlements which are provided by the 

Green Belt act to prevent them from merging into one another, along with 

natural and man-made boundary features such as the River Thames and 

major highway infrastructure. 

The settlement pattern in the southern half of Zone B strongly reflects the 

west-east axis of the Thames Valley corridor. As a result, the Green Belt 

plays a particular role in providing gaps between east-west settlements of 

Colnbrook / Poyle, Slough, Maidenhead and Marlow, and preventing these 

settlements from continuing this linear pattern of development and thus 

merging into one another. While these gaps differ in scale (being 

particularly narrow between Colnbrook / Poyle and Slough), there is 

evidence of some pre-Green Belt east-west ribbon development, particularly 

along the Bath Road and London Road (A4). This has acted to somewhat 

compromise the integrity of settlement boundaries within this Zone – the 

Green Belt therefore plays a central role in protecting these settlements from 

further change, and preventing any further change that might cause a 

merging of settlements. 

As well as the important east-west gaps, there are also a number of narrow 

and essential gaps provided by the Green Belt between settlements on the 

north-south axis of this Strategic Zone. This is particularly apparent around 

the settlements of Slough (with Farnham Royal / Farnham Common, Stoke 

Green, and Burnham to the north) and Windsor (Eton Wick to the south). 

These too provide some protection to settlement boundaries from change, 

thus preventing them from merging into each other.  

Overall, while there is a difference in the sensitivity, scale and nature of the 

gaps between settlements provided by Green Belt in this Strategic Zone, the 

presence of a linear development pattern alongside existing ribbon 
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development reinforces the importance of these gaps in preventing any of 

the settlements enclosed by the Zone from merging into one another.  

Purpose 3 To assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment 

 
Strategic Zone B plays a moderate role in meeting this Purpose.  

Beyond the urban fringe of the large built-up areas of Maidenhead, Slough 

and Windsor, a largely rural open character prevails, owing to the presence 

of a patchwork of managed open spaces for recreational or agricultural use, 

as well as semi-natural woodland and open space at Burnham Beeches and 

Stoke Common. Particularly in the south-east and northern-most parts of the 

Zone, the Green Belt also has strong connectivity to the wider countryside 

outside South Bucks and Chiltern Districts, including the rural and open 

land between Maidenhead and Henley-on-Thames to the west and 

southwards towards Bracknell and Windsor Great Park.  

Whilst there are some large swathes of managed open space and semi-

natural land uses, the Green Belt within the Zone is impacted by a number of 

urban settlements, which it fully encloses or abuts. Acting to form buffers 

between the urban edges of the large built-up areas of Slough, Windsor, 

Maidenhead and Marlow, it consists of land uses common to the urban 

fringes (recreational, industrial etc.) and as such plays a limited role in this 

Purpose in these areas.  

In addition, the Green Belt immediately surrounding these urban settlements 

has been compromised in places by ribbon development, particularly east-

west along the development corridor. Therefore, while parts of the Zone are 

open in character, the predominant character of the Green Belt is 

significantly impacted by built development, detracting from its role as 

countryside. 

Whilst performance against Purpose 3 varies across Strategic Zone B, on 

balance, it plays a moderate role in meeting the Purpose. The Green Belt is 

largely open and rural in character to the north, south and west of the 

relatively urbanised east-west corridor (Slough, Maidenhead, Windsor). The 

Green Belt is semi-urban in character where it envelops the large built-up 

areas and surrounding linear settlements, owing to the presence of urban 

fringe land uses. 

Purpose 4 To preserve the setting and special character of historic towns 

 
Strategic Zone B plays a moderate role in meeting the Purpose.  

The Green Belt to the north of Windsor and Eton in particular plays an 

important role in protecting the setting of these settlements from the 

expansion of Slough to the south. It also acts to protect important views to 

and from Windsor into the surrounding countryside, including those across 

Dorney Common to Windsor Castle and Eton School beyond.  
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Around Marlow also, the Green Belt plays a key role in maintaining the 

unique setting of its historic area, particularly in supporting unbroken vistas 

from the Green Belt into the town and the spire of All Saints Church.  

This Strategic Zone therefore plays an important (if localised) role in 

protecting open land surrounding the historic settlements of Eton, Marlow 

and Windsor, as this open land preserves strong visual and morphological 

connections between the historic cores of the settlements and the 

surrounding countryside. 

Purpose 5 
To assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict 

and other urban land 

 
Strategic Zone B plays a strong role in meeting the Purpose. 

The urban settlements enclosed or abutted by the Green Belt within this 

Zone are significant in scale (Slough, Maidenhead, Windsor, Marlow and 

High Wycombe) and a number of smaller settlements are also present 

(surrounded completely by Green Belt). Given the ambition to focus growth 

within urban areas, the Green Belt’s position surrounding such settlements 

allows it to encourage development to be focussed on urban brownfield 

land.  

The South Bucks and Chiltern 2017 SHLAA identifies very limited 

opportunities for development within the settlements not within the Green 

Belt (Burnham and Farnham Royal / Farnham Common).  

In Slough Borough there is a focus on growth on the urban areas. Slough 

Borough Council’s Core Strategy (2006-2026) and Site Allocations DPD 

sets out its intentions to focus development in the most accessible locations, 

particularly through the comprehensive redevelopment of parts of the town 

centre. Almost all of its residential and employment site allocations include 

previously developed land. More recently, the Council has expressed 

concern about the capacity of Slough to accommodate growth solely within 

its settlement boundary, noting that its shortage of developable land will 

necessitate most growth being accommodated on previously developed land 

rather than greenfield sites.  This document outlines different spatial 

development scenarios, the majority of which are on brownfield sites; 

however, there are options which explore Green Belt release outside of 

Slough. 

The Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead12 aims to focus 

development in urban areas. While there is limited land capacity within 

Windsor, Maidenhead is identified as a strategic growth location for higher 

density development, including tall buildings within or near to Maidenhead 

town centre, with limited Green Belt release proposed to support this 

growth.  

Similarly, Wycombe District Council13 aims to focus development on 

previously developed land within existing urban areas although Marlow is 

                                                 
12 Borough Local Plan 2013-2033 (Submission Version 2017), Royal Borough of Windsor and 

Maidenhead 
13 Adopted Delivery and Site Allocations Plan for Town Centres and Managing Development, 

Wycombe District Council, adopted July 2013 
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not a focus for future housing and employment growth, owing to national 

planning policy and environmental constraints14.  

Overall, therefore, there are a number of urban settlements surrounded or 

abutted by the Green Belt in Zone A, which are thus encouraged to consider 

development opportunities within the settlement boundary. The Green Belt 

in this Zone, therefore, plays an important role in supporting the strategic 

objectives of focussing development on brownfield land. 

Sensitivity to 

Change 

Strategic Zone B is particularly sensitive to change in relation to Purpose 1 

(restricting the sprawl of urban areas) and Purpose 2 (preventing 

coalescence between towns). There are a number of large urban settlements, 

surrounded by the Green Belt within this Zone, which have historically 

developed in a linear pattern. The Green Belt in this Zone currently plays an 

important role in protecting the integrity of each of these settlements, and 

preventing linear sprawl. Change within this Zone could therefore limit this 

buffering role and thus affect the Green Belt’s effectiveness in supporting 

Purposes 1 and 2.  

Similarly, as Strategic Zone B contributes to maintaining the openness of the 

countryside, the Strategic Zone would be sensitive to change with regard to 

Purpose 3 (assisting in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment), 

particularly in the predominantly rural area to the north of the east-west 

corridor of built-up areas (Slough, Maidenhead, Windsor). 

While localised in specific places, the Zone is also sensitive to change with 

regard to Purpose 4 (protecting the setting of Historic Towns). It currently 

plays an important role in protecting the setting and views of some of the 

regions historic cores (namely Windsor and Marlow). Change within these 

parts of the Strategic Zone could act to compromise the currently unbroken 

vistas provided into and out from these historic centres, thus impacting the 

Green Belt’s ability to perform as it presently does in relation to this 

purpose.  

Green Belt surrounding the focal growth areas of Slough, Maidenhead and 

High Wycombe is also sensitive to change with regard to Purpose 5 

(assisting in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and 

other urban land), as change within these areas of the Strategic Zone would 

increase the number of available greenfield development opportunities and 

potentially undermine the attractiveness and viability of development on 

previously developed land within existing urban area. 

 

  

                                                 
14 Wycombe District Council Local Plan – Regulation 19 Version, October 2017, Wycombe 

District Council 
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3.4 Strategic Zone C – Chilterns Wedge 

Sub-Regional 

Context 

Strategic Zone C comprises a broad wedge of Green Belt that extends from 

the Outer London suburbs in Three Rivers District to the edge of the 

Chiltern Hills AONB. This Zone predominantly comprises rural swathes of 

open countryside and woodlands, which form the hinterland of historic 

towns such as Amersham, Beaconsfield, Chesham, Chalfont St Peter and 

Chalfont St Giles. Whilst there are a number of settlements such as Gerrards 

Cross / Chalfont St Peter and Beaconsfield, whose development pattern was 

determined by proximity to commuter railway stations, the settlement 

pattern is generally dispersed and centred on small historic village cores.  

Unrestricted residential development to the east of Little Chalfont, Chalfont 

St Giles and Gerrards Cross / Chalfont St Peter, which would otherwise 

result in the coalescence of these settlements with neighbouring settlements 

in Three Rivers District, halted with establishment of the Metropolitan 

Green Belt. Historic mapping from 1900-onwards illustrates the rapid 

modern expansion of the formerly rural settlements of Gerrards Cross / 

Chalfont St Peter. The distinct settlements increasingly coalesced following 

the arrival of the Chiltern Mainline, as evidenced by the development of the 

area immediately around the station, followed by northward spread towards 

the High Street at Chalfont St Peter.  

Owing to the influence of the Metropolitan line, the historic cores of 

Amersham and Chesham have been supplanted with modern early 20th 

century ‘Metroland’ development. The settlements of Rickmansworth, 

Chorleywood, Little Chalfont, Amersham and Chesham are within close 

proximity to one another, owing to the modern linear extensions to these 

settlements prior to Green Belt being designated. Overall, the proximity of 

Strategic Zone C to good road and suburban rail links has contributed to a 

suburban character in these settlements outside of their historic cores.  

A broad swathe of open countryside, which is relatively free of 

development, stretches from Gerrards Cross / Chalfont St Peter to the south, 

northwards to the east of Beaconsfield and west of Amersham, towards 

Great Missenden / Prestwood. The preservation of this rural setting 

contributes to the setting and special character of historic towns within the 

Chilterns Wedge. 

Chiltern and 

South Bucks 

Context 

The arrival of the Metropolitan line in the early 20th century was the 

predominant driver of the rapid residential expansion of the historic 

Misbourne Valley settlements of Amersham, Chesham and Great 

Missenden. Similarly, the Great Western Railway enabled 20th Century 

suburban residential development at Gerrards Cross and Beaconsfield in 

South Bucks District15.   

As a consequence of this rapid and unrestricted urban expansion (and 

influenced by valley topography of the land), the settlement pattern is 

characterised by linear development along these transport corridors. 

Fragmented parcels of Green Belt maintain narrow gaps between 

                                                 
15 From Markets to Metroland: The Buckinghamshire & Milton Keynes Historic Towns Project, 

Milton Keynes Council/Buckinghamshire County Council/Buckinghamshire Councils, 2014 
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settlements which would otherwise coalesce, as highlighted by the near-

merging of Little Chalfont / Amersham or Gerrards Cross / Chalfont St Peter 

/ Chalfont St Giles.  

Strategic Zone C also encloses the large urban settlement of High 

Wycombe, where historic ribbon development along major roads, 

particularly the A40, has resulted in a contiguous urban area with Hazlemere 

/ Widmer End / Holmer Green and Loudwater / Wooburn Green. A gap of 

strategic importance has been maintained between High Wycombe 

(Loudwater / Wooburn Green) and Beaconsfield as a result of Green Belt 

designation. 

A lack of modern development outside of the commuter belt 

Buckinghamshire towns preserves a sense of rurality in the wedge-shaped 

corridor of land stretching from Beaconsfield towards Great Missenden / 

Prestwood and Bellinger Common in the north-west of Chiltern District. 

Character The east of Strategic Zone C is interspersed with settlements, particularly 

along the Misbourne Valley towns of Chesham, Amersham, Little Chalfont, 

Chalfont St Giles, Gerrards Cross / Chalfont St Peter. The density of built 

form and suburbanised edges of settlements such as Gerrards Cross / 

Chalfont St Peter, combined with the presence of busy roads and electricity 

pylons to the south, detracts from a visual sense of rurality in this part of the 

Zone. In spite of the considerable extent of the modern ‘Metroland’ 

development around their historic cores, the settlement pattern remains 

consistent with the historic urban and agricultural development that 

followed the course of the valley floor; the current A413 follows a historic 

transport corridor16. This corridor resulted in a linear distribution of 

settlements set within open countryside.  

There is a broad swathe of open countryside which stretches from Gerrards 

Cross / Chalfont St Peter in the south, northwards to the east of Beaconsfield 

and west of Amersham, towards Great Missenden / Prestwood. As a result 

of long-standing forestry and farming practices, the patchwork of small 

pockets of woodland and arable and pastoral agricultural fields partially 

lends the Zone a rural and isolated feel. This is interspersed with ancient and 

semi-natural woodland; ranging from coppices to denser woodland at 

Hodgemoor.17 

In the south-west of Zone C, the rural character within the open countryside 

wedge is diminished by the urban fringe of High Wycombe and suburban 

edges of Beaconsfield. Significant tree coverage to the north and east of 

High Wycombe soften the transition to settlement, however urban fringe 

land uses such as golf courses, electricity substations and ribbon 

development diminish the open character of the Chilterns Wedge. 

Overall, the Zone is influenced somewhat by the presence of a relatively 

dense pattern of settlement in the south and east. However, a north-easterly 

wedge of open countryside and intermittent semi-natural woodland, 

                                                 
16 From Markets to Metroland: The Buckinghamshire & Milton Keynes Historic Towns Project, 

Milton Keynes Council/Buckinghamshire County Council/Buckinghamshire Councils, 2014 
17 Chiltern District Landscape Character Assessment, Land Use Consultants / Chiltern District 

Council / Buckinghamshire County Council, 2011 
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combined with a relatively low density of settlements, contributes to a 

greater sense of rurality than the London Fringe (Strategic Zone A) or 

Thames Valley (Strategic Zone B). 

Function The Zone contains a variety of agricultural land uses, such as farmsteads and 

grazing farmland, as well as large areas of woodland and heathland that 

serve an ecological function as nature reserves. Typically ‘rural’ land uses 

such as the forestry and recreational activities associated with semi-natural 

and plantation woodland are also prevalent. These rural land uses are 

dominant in the ‘wedge’ of open countryside running from the south-east to 

the north-west between Amersham and High Wycombe.  

The Zone also contains managed open spaces used for recreational purposes 

typical of a well-connected urban fringe, including a number of golf clubs 

and landscaped historic parks and gardens.  

The eastern and southern boundaries of Strategic Zone C are characterised 

by transport functions18 associated with the M25 and M40, as well as the 

Chiltern Mainline and Metropolitan line, which serve the commuter 

populations of the ‘Metroland’ towns to the north as well as Gerrards Cross / 

Chalfont St Peter, Beaconsfield and High Wycombe. 

 

Assessment: Strategic Zone C – Chilterns Wedge 

Purpose 1 To check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas 

 
Strategic Zone C plays a strong role in meeting this Purpose.  

The Green Belt in this Zone encloses a number of large built-up areas, 

which are largely centred in the south, east and south-east of the Zone, and 

acts to protect their boundaries from change and sprawl.  

Notably, the Green Belt surrounds the urban settlement of High Wycombe 

in the south-west and further east, Beaconsfield. This land is characterised 

by semi-natural and managed open spaces which act to delineate the edge of 

each settlement. There is some evidence of existing ribbon development 

associated with High Wycombe in particular (Loudwater / Wooburn Green) 

which makes this part of the Strategic Zone particularly sensitive to any 

further sprawl.   

The Strategic Zone also plays an essential role in protecting the settlements 

of the Metroland settlements of Chesham, Amersham and further south 

Chalfont St Giles, and Gerrards Cross / Chalfont St Peters from sprawl. 

These settlements have developed in a linear pattern following the rail 

infrastructure (and valley topography of the land). As well as protecting 

these settlements from sprawl, the Green Belt in this eastern part of the Zone 

also plays a smaller role in preventing the outwards sprawl of Greater 

                                                 
18 Chiltern District Landscape Character Assessment, Land Use Consultants / Chiltern District 

Council / Buckinghamshire County Council, 2011 
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London (particularly towards the north, around Leavesdon and Watford), 

along with Strategic Zone A.  

Despite this relatively dense development character in the south and east of 

the Strategic Zone, in the north and west of the Zone the Green Belt is 

characterised by a scattered, rural settlement pattern, comprising hamlets 

and small villages along the Misbourne Valley floor. In particular, a swathe 

of open countryside is seen from the area north of Gerrards Cross / Chalfont 

St Peter, through to the north-east of Beaconsfield and west of Amersham, 

linking into the Chiltern Hills AONB. This part of the Zone is home to a 

lower density, dispersed form of development which centres on historic 

village cores, and thus the role of the Green Belt is less central for this 

Purpose in this area.  

While the northern and western parts of this Zone are characterised by open 

and agricultural land uses, with limited built-up areas thus reducing the 

Green Belt’s role in fulfilling this purpose; large parts of Zone C act as a 

vital buffer surrounding the large built-up areas of High Wycombe, 

Beaconsfield, Amersham, Gerrards Cross / Chalfont St Peter and Chalfont 

St Giles, and protecting the integrity of their settlement boundaries. 

Purpose 2 To prevent neighbouring towns merging into one another 

 
Strategic Zone C plays a very strong role in meeting this Purpose.  

The Green Belt provides a number of, in some cases very narrow, gaps 

between the ‘Metroland’ settlements of Chalfont St Peter / Chalfont St 

Giles; and Chesham / Amersham. Developing in a linear pattern along 

transport corridors (and following the valley topography of the land), the 

Green Belt prevents these settlements from merging into one another along 

those same routes.  

Unrestricted development to the east of Little Chalfont and Gerrards Cross / 

Chalfont St Giles, which would result in the coalescence of these settlements 

with neighbouring settlements in Three Rivers District, is prevented from 

further sprawl by the Green Belt separating these settlements.  

Strategic Zone C also encloses the large urban settlement of High 

Wycombe, where historic ribbon development along major roads, 

particularly the A40, has resulted in a contiguous urban area with Hazlemere 

/ Widmer End / Holmer Green and Loudwater / Wooburn Green. A gap of 

strategic importance has been maintained between High Wycombe 

(Loudwater / Wooburn Green) and Beaconsfield as a result of Green Belt 

designation. The narrowness of this gap, and its vital role in preventing the 

sprawl of the two settlements, makes this Green Belt particularly sensitive to 

this Purpose.  

Further north and west within the Strategic Zone, the land is characterised 

by open and rural land uses, with settlement focussed in smaller areas 

around historic village cores. As such, the Green Belt in this part of the Zone 

is less vital in meeting this Purpose.  

However, overall, the Green Belt in this Strategic Zone also plays a vital 

role in preventing linear development between a number of settlements 
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which are currently protected from merging by, in many cases already 

fragmented and narrow sections of Green Belt.   

Purpose 3 To assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment 

 
Strategic Zone C plays a strong role in meeting the Purpose.  

There is a large swathe of open and rural land which runs from the south-

east of the Zone towards the north-west (between Amersham and High 

Wycombe). This swathe of Green Belt is home to largely agricultural land 

uses and semi-natural woodland and thus the Green Belt in this area is vital 

in preventing encroachment into this area of strong unspoilt rural character. 

Moreover, this stretch of Green Belt provides a relatively unbroken link 

from South Bucks and Chiltern to the wider Metropolitan Green Belt, but 

also the countryside beyond, around the Chilterns AONB to the west, and 

north towards Tring.  

Notwithstanding this important role, there is a significant amount of 

relatively dense urban development enclosed by the Green Belt towards the 

south and east of the Strategic Zone and in cases the Green Belt surrounding 

these settlements is less open and more exposed to the influence of the urban 

fringe of the settlements of Beaconsfield and High Wycombe. In such cases, 

the Green Belt’s connectivity with the wider countryside network is more 

limited by built form. However, beyond the immediate urban fringe and M4, 

the countryside is largely rural in character. Therefore the Green Belt’s role 

in maintaining openness is moderate.  

Overall, while there is significant element of built form in places within the 

Strategic Zone which locally limits its role in supporting this Purpose, the 

Strategic Zone acts to preserve the comparatively open and rural wedge 

running from south-east of the Zone to north-west, and therefore plays a 

strong role in meeting the Purpose.  

Purpose 4 To preserve the setting and special character of historic towns 

 
Strategic Zone C plays a strong role in meeting this purpose.  

The Green Belt provides the setting for a number of historic towns 

(Amersham, Beaconsfield, Chesham, Chalfont St Peter, Chalfont St Giles 

and Great Missenden), which are dispersed across the Zone. Corridors of 

open countryside directly abut the historic cores of these settlements in 

many cases, therefore acting to define the rural character of these country 

towns. 

By maintaining the historically rural character of this wedge-shaped 

corridor, the Zone also preserves the integrity of the rural hinterland of the 

historic Buckinghamshire towns. This is exemplified by the intimate visual 

relationship between the historic cores of Amersham and Great Missenden 

with the open elevated slopes surrounding the valley settlements; and the 

visual and physical connection between the historic cores of Chalfont St 

Giles and Amersham. Views from Old Amersham out to the surrounding 

countryside are also maintained through the Green Belt presence. 
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Overall, therefore, in enclosing a number of historic towns, dispersed across 

the Zone, the Green Belt in this Zone plays an important role in preserving 

their setting and character, and in protecting views into and out of these 

towns.  

Purpose 5 To assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict 

and other urban land 

 
Strategic Zone C plays a strong role in meeting the purpose.  

There are a number of urban settlements enclosed or abutted by the Green 

Belt within this Zone, with High Wycombe of particular significance given 

its scale. Given the ambition to focus growth within urban areas, the Green 

Belt’s position surrounding such settlements allows it to encourage 

development to be focussed on urban brownfield land.  

The South Bucks and Chiltern 2017 SHLAA identifies significant 

opportunities for development within non-Green Belt settlements, especially 

around Chesham, Amersham, Chalfont St Peter and Beaconsfield. This also 

supports the merging strategic growth objectives for the Councils which 

show a move towards growth in these areas in particular.  

The Wycombe District Council Local Plan19 sets out that over half of future 

housing development will be delivered through the redevelopment of 

previously developed land, predominantly through the strategic 

redevelopment of High Wycombe town centre, the Aeropark, and the 

reconfiguration of employment sites. However, the Plan also sets out that 

large-scale strategic growth on greenfield sites around the High Wycombe 

built-up area will also take place. Considering that the Green Belt constrains 

land available for development around High Wycombe, it contributes to the 

prioritisation of brownfield land within the existing built-up area prior to the 

release of greenfield sites, and therefore plays a strong role.  

Overall, therefore, there are a number of urban settlements surrounded or 

abutted by the Green Belt in Zone C, which are thus encouraged to consider 

development opportunities within the settlement boundary. The Green Belt 

in this Zone, therefore, plays a key role in supporting the strategic objectives 

of focussing development on brownfield land. 

Sensitivity to 

Change 

Strategic Zone C is particularly sensitive to change in relation to Purpose 2 

(preventing coalescence between towns). There are a number of narrow and 

essential gaps between the settlements enclosed by this Zone. Without these 

gaps, a number of the urban settlements surrounded by the Green Belt could 

be at risk of merging into one another, in line with the historic linear 

development pattern. The protection of these gaps of strategic importance is 

thus essential to retaining the integrity of the settlement boundaries.  

The sensitivity of the more rural and open parts of this Zone should also be 

acknowledged. The large swathe of semi-natural and managed open space 

running from the north-west to south-east of the Zone is particularly 

                                                 
19 Wycombe District Council Local Plan – Regulation 19 Version, October 2017, Wycombe 

District Council 
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sensitive to change with regard to Purpose 3 (protecting the countryside 

from encroachment) – any significant change could result in a compromise 

to the openness of the Green Belt in this part of the Zone.  

The sensitivity of the comparatively large number of historic towns in 

relation to Purpose 4 (protecting the setting of Historic Towns), the settings 

and views of which are protected by the Green Belt in this Zone, should also 

be acknowledged. The Green Belt provides corridors of open countryside, 

which abut a number of historic settlements in the Zone. Any significant 

encroachment into these corridors could consequently impact on the historic 

rural character of these historic cores, as well as possibly affecting currently 

maintained views into and from the settlements.  

Green Belt abutting High Wycombe and the non-Green Belt settlements, 

especially Chesham, Amersham, Chalfont St Peter, and Beaconsfield, is also 

sensitive to change with regard to Purpose 5 (assisting in urban regeneration, 

by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land), as change 

within these areas of the Strategic Zone would increase the number of 

available greenfield development opportunities and potentially undermine 

the attractiveness and viability of development on previously developed land 

within existing urban areas. 

3.5 Strategic Zone D – Outer Chilterns Belt 

Sub-Regional 

Context 

Strategic Zone D comprises the outer-most section of the Metropolitan 

Green Belt north-west of London, stretching from the M40 in Wycombe 

District north to Dacorum District, where the Green Belt abruptly breaks 

beyond Tring and Berkhamsted to the north. This Strategic Zone 

encompasses a topographically varied, rural landscape, comprising steep-

sided chalk hillsides, open agricultural land and wooded enclosures20. It 

links into the wider countryside to the west and north towards Oxfordshire 

and northwards to Aylesbury.  

There are only a small number of non-Green Belt settlements within 

Strategic Zone D, namely Princes Risborough, Great Missenden / 

Prestwood, Walter’s Ash / Naphill, Wendover, and Tring. These settlements 

are comparatively small in scale, and retain a rural character which is 

prevalent throughout this Zone. 

The western edge of the large urban settlement of High Wycombe abuts this 

Strategic Zone. There is a stark contrast between the relatively dense urban 

character of this settlement, and the rural and open land use of the adjacent 

Green Belt.  

The sparse distribution of settlements and particularly wide swathes of open 

countryside result in a character that exhibits a greater degree of rurality 

than the Chilterns Wedge (Strategic Zone C). The Zone also contains part of 

the Chiltern Hills AONB, linking then to the countryside beyond, which in 

the Buckinghamshire context is uniquely rural and undeveloped in character. 

                                                 
20 Chiltern District Landscape Character Assessment, Land Use Consultants / Chiltern District 

Council / Buckinghamshire County Council, 2011 
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Chiltern and 

South Bucks 

Context 

Strategic Zone D comprises a swathe of open countryside, which is 

interspersed with small settlements in the north-west of Chiltern District. 

Whilst the arrival of the Great Western Railway at Great Missenden in the 

early 20th century spurred housing development in the locality, this modern 

development was limited in extent when compared to settlements in the east 

of the District. Strategic Zone D surrounds the historic town of Great 

Missenden, thereby preserving the visual and physical linkages between the 

historic core of Great Missenden and the elevated countryside abutting the 

settlement. Early 20th century ribbon development along the A4128 has 

resulted in the effective coalescence of Prestwood and Great Missenden.  

Character Notwithstanding the settlements of Great Missenden / Prestwood in Chiltern 

District and Wendover in Aylesbury Vale District, Strategic Zone D is 

predominantly rural in character. Its geographical and functional distance 

from the large built-up areas of Greater London, Maidenhead and Slough, 

lends the Zone a relatively remote, rural character; the lack of settlement has 

preserved long view corridors across expanses of undeveloped countryside. 

Gaps between settlements are occasionally punctuated with large mansions, 

such as Hampden House. These historic buildings tend to be set within 

extensively landscaped Registered Parks and Gardens, such as the 

Bradenham Park Estate. 

Function In line with its rural character, Strategic Zone D exhibits a mostly rural 

pattern of agricultural and recreational land uses, mostly comprising 

dispersed farmsteads and villages linked by vegetated lanes and minor 

roadways21. 

The varied topography of steep slopes and undulating plateau results in a 

mixture of agricultural land uses, including grazing fields, forestry and 

arable agriculture22. 

The Zone is strongly characterised by historic land management associated 

with its former wood-based economy and landscaped estates. Historic 

forestry activity has produced an extensively wooded landscape, which 

enhances the remote, rural character of the Zone.  

Whilst the common lands have been reduced in size and fragmented through 

historic enclosure, the Zone is crisscrossed by a high density of walking 

paths, trails and bridleways. The Zone’s accessibility for residents in nearby 

built-up areas supports the extensive usage of recreational walking and 

horse-riding23. Cultural landscape features such as Registered Parks and 

Gardens and private recreational facilities such as golf course and paddocks 

are also interspersed throughout the Zone24.  

                                                 
21 National Character Area profile: 110. Chilterns, Natural England 
22 Chiltern District Landscape Character Assessment, Land Use Consultants / Chiltern District 

Council / Buckinghamshire County Council, 2011 
23 National Character Area profile: 110. Chilterns, Natural England 
24 Chilterns Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty Management Plan 2014-2019: A Framework for 

Action, The Chilterns Conservation Board, 2014 
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Assessment: Strategic Zone D – Outer Chilterns Belt 

Purpose 1 To check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas 

 
Strategic Zone D plays a moderate role in meeting the Purpose.  

The majority of the Strategic Zone is rural and open in nature, characterised 

by a rural landscape, open agricultural land and wooded areas. Other than 

the two exceptions of Princes Risborough and Wendover (both of which are 

only partially surrounded by Green Belt), the Green Belt in this area does 

not surround any large built-up areas entirely, and settlements are sparse and 

dispersed among large swathes of open countryside and the AONB. The 

Green Belt links strongly to the wider Green Belt network and onwards to 

the countryside towards the west and north, with relatively unrestricted 

openness. 

Notwithstanding the above, the Green Belt in this Zone does abut the 

western edge of the large built-up area of High Wycombe. 

Overall, the Zone’s largely open and rural character provide it a limited role 

in supporting the Purpose in restricting sprawl, due to a lack of 

development. Nevertheless, the Green Belt does play a vital role in 

preventing sprawl to the west of High Wycombe into the surrounding rural 

land (particularly in the context of historic sprawl).  

Purpose 2 To prevent neighbouring towns merging into one another 

 
Strategic Zone D plays a limited role in meeting this purpose.  

There are limited settlements surrounded by the Green Belt in this Zone – 

Princes Risborough, Walter’s Ash / Naphill, Great Missenden / Prestwood, 

and Wendover, and these settlements are separated by large swathes of open 

countryside and agricultural land. Lack of built form therefore provides 

limited opportunity for coalescence between these settlements.  

The Green Belt abutting High Wycombe does play a role in providing a 

buffer between the settlement and smaller settlements to the north around 

Walter’s Ash /Naphill and Lacey Green / Loosely Row. Similarly, historic 

coalescence between Prestwood and Great Missenden highlights the 

importance of the Green Belt in this Zone in preventing further coalescence 

with nearby settlements of Little Kingshill and South Heath.  

Overall, part of this Strategic Zone plays a key role in preventing High 

Wycombe merging with small settlements to the north-west and preventing 

further coalescence which would otherwise render the settlements entirely 

contiguous with one another. However, the general lack of built form within 

the Strategic Zone does reduce the role of the Zone as a whole in meeting 

this purpose.  
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Purpose 3 To assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment 

 
Strategic Zone D plays a very strong role in meeting this Purpose.  

Encapsulating a Green Belt which is largely rural in nature, the Zone 

maintains a strong openness across the majority of its area. The Zone’s 

sense of remoteness is reinforced by this lack of settlement and urban fringe 

land uses, preserving long view corridors across expanses of undeveloped 

countryside. 

The Zone is largely free from built form overall, with a scattering of 

dispersed, smaller settlements which are washed over by the Green Belt. 

Where there is development, the rural character of the built environment in 

Zone D has remained prevalent, comprising dispersed farmsteads and 

villages linked by vegetated lanes and minor roadways. 

Beyond the open character and land use of the Zone, its links to the wider 

network of Green Belt and the countryside beyond around Oxfordshire and 

within Aylesbury Vale is also an important factor in meeting this Purpose.  

Overall, the Zone’s rural and remote character provides an openness which 

is largely unbroken by built form, and thus it plays a key role in meeting this 

Purpose.  

Purpose 4 To preserve the setting and special character of historic towns 

 
Strategic Zone D plays a moderate role in meeting this Purpose. The Zone is 

home to the historic town of Great Missenden. Although partially broken by 

historic ribbon development to the west towards Prestwood, the Green Belt 

acts to surround the settlement to the north, east and south with a rural and 

managed open space which protects the rural character of this historic town.  

Views out to the countryside to the west of the settlement are also protected 

by the Green Belt which abuts Great Missenden, although the densely 

vegetated boundary of the A413 east of the High Street does act to partially 

break the physical and visual connectivity between the historic core of Great 

Missenden and surrounding countryside. 

The lack of historic towns, coupled with some broken connectivity to the 

surrounding countryside from Great Missenden limits the role this Zone can 

play in meeting this Purpose, nevertheless it plays a role in maintaining 

views out to countryside to the west of the settlement, and protecting the 

overall setting.  

Purpose 5 To assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict 

and other urban land 

 
Strategic Zone D plays a weak role in meeting the purpose. 

There are only a small number of urban settlements enclosed or abutted by 

the Green Belt within this Zone, and those that are, are not significant in 

scale, excepting High Wycombe to the east of the Zone. Given the ambition 
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to focus growth within urban areas, the lack of urban settlements within 

which to focus such growth limits the Green Belt’s role in meeting this 

Purpose for this Zone. 

The South Bucks and Chiltern 2017 SHLAA does identify some limited 

opportunities for brownfield development in Great Missenden, however, the 

settlement is not identified as a major strategic growth area in any of the 

Council growth options.  

The Wycombe District Council Local Plan25 sets out that over half of future 

housing development will be delivered through the redevelopment of 

previously developed land, predominantly through the strategic 

redevelopment of High Wycombe town centre, the Aeropark, and the 

reconfiguration of employment sites. However, considering that the Green 

Belt within Strategic Zone D generally does not border the built-up area, it 

cannot be considered to play a significant role in assisting in urban 

regeneration or recycling derelict land within High Wycombe.   

Overall, therefore, there are a limited number of urban settlements 

surrounded or abutted by the Green Belt in Zone D, thus the Green Belt in 

this Zone, plays a less vital role in supporting the strategic objectives of 

focussing development on brownfield land.  

Sensitivity to 

Change 

Strategic Zone D is particularly sensitive to change with regard to Purpose 3 

(safeguarding the countryside from encroachment). This sensitivity arises 

from its largely rural and remote character which is relatively free from built 

form and is protected by a largely unbroken Green Belt, which also links to 

the wider Green Belt network and the countryside beyond. Currently playing 

a very strong role in meeting Purpose 3, change in this Strategic Zone which 

introduces greater built form and detracts from this rural character could 

significantly compromise its ability to maintain this role.   

Due to a lack of built form, this Zone is less sensitive to change with regard 

to preventing sprawl (Purpose 1) and coalescence between towns (Purpose 

2). Similarly, the lack of large built-up areas and limited brownfield 

development opportunities identified within the Strategic Zone means that it 

is less sensitive to change with regard to Purpose 5 (assisting in urban 

regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land). 

However, its role in protecting the setting of Great Missenden historic town 

(Purpose 4) should be acknowledged, and its sensitivity in this context 

considered.  

 

  

                                                 
25 Wycombe District Council Local Plan – Regulation 19 Version, October 2017, Wycombe 

District Council 
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4 Strategic Role of the Green Belt to 2036 

4.1.1 This section considers the overarching role of the Green Belt in 
Chiltern and South Bucks Districts at a broader, strategic scale, 
drawing on both the findings of this Review as well as other areas of 
the emerging Local Plan evidence base, where relevant. 

4.1.2 As demonstrated through this Review, and through the broader suite 
of Green Belt Review evidence base documents which sit alongside, 
Green Belt policy continues to play a fundamental role in guiding 
development in South Bucks and Chiltern Districts, as well as 
neighbouring local authority areas. It is important to recognise the 
uniquely strategic nature of Green Belt policy, defined functionally at 
the national level through the NPPF26 and spatially at the local level, 
but with a form and spatial extent which often does not reflect current 
local authority boundaries. Indeed, the Review identifies four distinct 
Strategic Zones across the wider sub-region which are of relevance to 
Chiltern and South Bucks Districts; these each play their own 
important roles in relation to the pattern of settlements across the sub-
region when viewed as a whole, which are reflected through this work.  

4.1.3 The Green Belt remains a critical planning policy tool for the control 
of development, both locally and around the wider London and the 
South East area. In order to understand its strategic role looking ahead, 
it is necessary to return to its origins. As described in the 
Buckinghamshire Green Belt Assessment (Part 1), the key motivations 
behind the original Metropolitan Green Belt were to halt the outward 
sprawl of London and restrict the rapid change of rural areas around 
the capital. Simply put, the Green Belt was established to stop “bad” 
urban growth, driven by speculation, the rise of rapid transport 
(formerly the railways, latterly the car) and a rate of physical and 
social change which harmed the character and way of life of those 
areas outside of the metropolitan area. While the ‘purposes’ of the 
Green Belt are ultimately tied in policy terms to a series of inter-
related planning concepts, at a fundamental level the Green Belt is a 
tool which facilitate the planning of “good” places which maintain 
their own distinctiveness and identity.  

4.1.4 Looking ahead to the forthcoming Local Plan period through to 2036, 
the spatial extent of the Green Belt in South Bucks and Chiltern 
Districts should, at a strategic level, be defined to reflect the strategic 
roles highlighted through this Review. The key ongoing role of 
Strategic Zones A (London Fringe) and B (Thames Valley) is to 
prevent the outward sprawl beyond the boundaries of Chiltern and 
South Bucks Districts of large built-up areas, such as London and 
Slough, and prevent the erosion of a series of gaps between distinct 
settlements which are often narrow in scale and thus sensitive to 
change. Strategic Zone C (Chilterns Wedge) also plays an important 
role in preventing the merging of settlements, particularly along 
established transport corridors radiating from London, but plays a 
wider role in maintaining the largely unspoilt, rural surrounds of 

                                                 
26 And, in effect, ‘transposed’ to the local level through local development plans 
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Buckinghamshire’s historic towns. Strategic Zone D (Outer Chilterns 
Belt) functions as Green Belt primarily to maintain the area’s strong 
physical openness and rural character and, by virtue of this, preventing 
encroachment into this. It is important to recognise the overlaps 
between these different purposes. It is also important to note that the 
Green Belt as a whole, but in particular those areas with stronger 
physical and functional relationships with adjoining built-up areas 
(Strategic Zones A, B and C), continues to funnel development 
towards existing urban areas, thus encouraging the recycling and more 
efficient use of brownfield land.  

4.1.5 Paragraph 83 of the NPPF states that Green Belt boundaries “should 
only be altered in exceptional circumstances, through the preparation 
or review of the Local Plan”. In defining the spatial extent of the 
Green Belt, the forthcoming Local Plan for Chiltern and South Bucks 
should continue to uphold the fundamental aim of the Green Belt in 
maintaining the openness of land27, as well as the five purposes of 
Green Belt28, whilst balancing this with the need to deliver 
‘sustainable development’ in line with the overall vision and spatial 
strategy for the districts.29  In the Chiltern and South Bucks context, 
this would not preclude amendments to the Green Belt in exceptional 
circumstances that would, where sufficient opportunities for the 
redevelopment of previously developed land are lacking, allow 
settlements to grow sustainably (“good” growth), but would restrict 
urban expansion which would fundamentally undermine the 
distinctiveness of the Districts’ places (both urban and rural) and 
undermine the established settlement pattern (“bad” growth). This will 
ensure that the Green Belt continues to uphold the original ‘spirit and 
aims’ of the Green Belt through to 2036 and beyond. 

 

  

                                                 
27 Para. 79, National Planning Policy Framework, 2012 
28 Para. 80, National Planning Policy Framework, 2012 
29 Para. 84, National Planning Policy Framework, 2012 
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5 Conclusions 

5.1.1 This Review has identified and examined the role of four Strategic 
Zones of the Metropolitan Green Belt within and beyond the 
boundaries of Chiltern and South Bucks Districts, acknowledging the 
strategic, cross-boundary nature of the Metropolitan Green Belt. The 
assessment had regard to the Green Belt purposes set out in the NPPF 
and the Zones’ sensitivity to change.  In addition, consideration has 
been given to the strategic role of the Green Belt in Chiltern and South 
Bucks Districts in the longer term (to 2036). These findings will feed 
into the Green Belt Part Two Assessment, which reflects the need to 
consider the importance of Green Belt areas at both the ‘micro’ and 
‘macro’ scales, which will consider potential harm to the Green Belt 
in terms of strategic integrity and the broader role of the wider Green 
Belt.  

5.1.2 While the Green Belt closest to London (Strategic Zone A) was found 
to be part of a network of Green Belt often comprising narrow bands 
between settlements, its role in preventing the outward sprawl of 
London and Slough is particularly important. Strategic Zone B plays a 
similar role with respect to preventing sprawl from Slough and other 
large built-up areas into the surrounding rural and open land, but also 
plays a central role in preventing a number of large urban areas from 
merging into one another. These Zones demonstrate, therefore, a 
particular sensitivity to change with regard to Purposes 1 and 2 of the 
Green Belt. Change within these Strategic Zones especially would 
likely result in a reduction in the size and completeness of strategic 
gaps between settlements, thus compromising their ability to perform 
as they do at present in relation to preventing coalescence and 
restricting sprawl.  

5.1.3 The wedge of Green Belt to the west of the London fringe (Strategic 
Zone C) also plays a particular role in preventing the coalescence of 
settlements. With a number of important strategic gaps acting as a 
means of protecting the integrity of individual settlement boundaries, 
this Zone demonstrates a sensitivity to change with regard to Purpose 
2 (and to a lesser extent Purpose 1) of the Green Belt. This Zone too is 
home to a number of historic settlements whose settings and important 
views are framed by the Green Belt, which plays an important role in 
protecting these. The Green Belt provides corridors of open 
countryside, which abut a number of historic settlements in the Zone. 
Any significant encroachment into these corridors would consequently 
impact on the historic rural character of these historic cores, as well as 
possibly affecting currently maintained views into and from the 
settlements. 

5.1.4 Due to the presence of urban settlements, Strategic Zones A, B and C 
each play a role in encouraging growth to focus in urban areas and on 
brownfield land, by preventing outward growth.  

5.1.5 The Zone furthest from London (Strategic Zone D) primarily acts to 
prevent encroachment into the more extensive, comparatively 
unbroken areas of countryside. It demonstrates, therefore a particular 
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sensitivity to change with regard to Purpose 3 of the Green Belt. 
Change within this Zone would likely introduce greater built form into 
this currently rural and open part of the Green Belt. This would act to 
detract from the openness of the Strategic Zone and as such limit the 
Green Belt’s effectiveness in safeguarding the countryside from 
encroachment to the extent it currently does.  

5.1.6 Overall, there is evidence of sensitivity to change within the Strategic 
Zones across many of the purposes of the Green Belt. There is a 
particular sensitivity with regard to restricting sprawl (Purpose 1) and 
preventing towns from merging into one another (Purpose 2) as a 
result of the presence of a range of settlements, which are separated by 
a number of strategic Green Belt gaps. The rurality of many parts of 
the Green Belt also introduces a sensitivity to change with regard to 
protecting the countryside from encroachment (Purpose 4) – while this 
is particularly prevalent in Zones further from the London boundary, 
all four Strategic Zones contain areas of relative openness, which 
would be compromised in their role in meeting Purpose 4 by 
significant exposure to change. Owing to the role played by Green 
Belt around Greater London and the large built-up areas within 
Strategic Zones A, B and C in assisting with urban regeneration, by 
encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land (Purpose 5), 
changes to the Green Belt within these Strategic Zones would detract 
from their role in encouraging brownfield development. 

5.1.7 Looking forward to 2036, therefore, and the forthcoming Local Plan, 
it is essential that the strategic role of the Green Belt, and its 
sensitivity to change, is intrinsically integrated into proposals for 
growth and change. In the context of ‘sustainable development’, there 
is a need to balance this role of the Green Belt with the need to 
encourage good, sustainable growth within the Districts. However, the 
vital element of future growth to be incorporated into the Local Plan 
must continue to support the Green Belt in fulfilling its purposes.   

5.1.8 This work has been produced to inform the Councils’ Part Two 
Assessment, which will form part of the evidence base for the joint 
local plan and will be taken into account alongside other evidence in 
making decisions about possible changes to Green Belt boundaries. 
While it is important to consider the Green Belt within Chiltern and 
South Bucks at the strategic scale, it should be recognised that smaller 
parcels of land could be released from the Green Belt should 
exceptional circumstances be demonstrated without compromising the 
ability of the Strategic Zones to meet the purposes of the Green Belt as 
identified in national policy. 
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• Adopted Delivery and Site Allocations Plan for Town Centres and 

Managing Development, Wycombe District Council, adopted July 2013: 

Wycombe District Council adopted the Delivery and Site Allocations Plan in 

July 2013. It contains a mix of development management and site-specific 

policies covering sustainable transport, town centres and infrastructure. The 

document focusses primarily on the settlements of High Wycombe, Marlow 

and Princes Risborough. This document informed the assessment of the 

Strategic Zones against the five Green Belt purposes outlined in the NPPF, 

specifically Purpose 5.  

• Wycombe District Local Plan: Regulation 19 version, October 2017: 

Wycombe District Council published its Regulation 19 consultation version of 

its emerging Local Plan in October 2017. It sets out the Spatial Strategy, 

Policies and Site Allocations within and outside of the large built-up areas in 

Wycombe District. The spatial strategy and site allocations informed the 

assessment of the Strategic Zones against the five Green Belt purposes 

outlined in the NPPF, specifically Purpose 5.  

• Borough Local Plan 2013-2033 (Submission Version 2017), Royal 

Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead: The Borough Local Plan 2013-2033 

sets out the Spatial Strategy and Policies guiding development within and 

outside of the large built-up areas in the Royal Borough of Windsor and 

Maidenhead. The spatial strategy and policy maps for the settlements of 

Maidenhead, Cookham and Windsor informed the assessment of the Strategic 

Zones against the five Green Belt purposes outlined in the NPPF, specifically 

Purpose 5.  

• Local Plan for Slough: Issues and Options Consultation Document, 

January 2017: The Issues and Options Consultation Document provided an 

overview of the local and strategic issues and opportunities that the emerging 

Local Plan will need to address. The document also outlines different policy 

scenarios for addressing these issues and opportunities. The document 

informed the assessment of the Strategic Zones against the five Green Belt 

purposes outlined in the NPPF, specifically Purpose 5. 

• Chiltern District Landscape Character Assessment, Land Use 

Consultants / Chiltern District Council / Buckinghamshire County 

Council, 2011: The Chiltern District Landscape Character Assessment 

provided an overview of the varying character of the landscape and townscape 

of the settlements within Buckinghamshire. The document was instructive 

with regards to area character, function, land use, urban morphology and 

topography within the Buckinghamshire Authorities. This document informed 

both the identification of the Strategic Zones and the assessment of the 

Strategic Zones against the five Green Belt purposes set out in the NPPF.  

• Chilterns Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty Management Plan 2014-

2019: A Framework for Action, The Chilterns Conservation Board, 2014: 

The Chilterns AONB Management Plan was instructive with regards to area 

character, function, land use and development patterns within the Chilterns. 

This document informed both the identification of the Strategic Zones and the 
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assessment of the Strategic Zones against the five Green Belt purposes set out 

in the NPPF.  

• Draft Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment, 2nd 

Published Document (Superseding January 2016 Version), Chiltern 

District Council and South Bucks District Council, May 2017: Chiltern and 

South Bucks District Councils produced this assessment on land available for 

housing, employment and other economic development uses, as defined by the 

NPPF. The assessment sets out and tests the options for development within 

the built-up areas and on previously developed land in the Green Belt. This 

document informed the assessment of the Strategic Zones against the five 

Green Belt purposes outlined in the NPPF, specifically Purpose 5.  

• From Markets to Metroland: The Buckinghamshire & Milton Keynes 

Historic Towns Project, Milton Keynes Council/Buckinghamshire County 

Council/Buckinghamshire Councils, 2014: From Markets to Metroland 

provides an overview of the development of the historic Buckinghamshire 

towns over time. The report provided settlement-specific information 

regarding the evolution of urban morphology (character, size, form) over time. 

This document informed both the identification of the Strategic Zones and the 

assessment of the Strategic Zones against the five Green Belt purposes set out 

in the NPPF.  

• Hillingdon Townscape Character Study, Allies and Morrison Urban 

Practitioners, 2013: The Hillingdon Townscape Character Study provided an 

analysis of the character, function and variation of the landscape and 

townscape within the London Borough of Hillingdon. This document 

informed both the identification of the Strategic Zones and the assessment of 

the Strategic Zones against the five Green Belt purposes set out in the NPPF. 

• Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Designations (Revised Proposed 

Submission Version, October 2015), London Borough of Hillingdon: 

London Borough of Hillingdon has produced the Local Plan Part 2 document 

in order to set out the Development Management policies, Site Allocations 

and Designations and policies maps which intend to deliver the strategic 

policies set out in Local Plan Part 1. This document informed the assessment 

of the Strategic Zones against the five Green Belt purposes outlined in the 

NPPF, specifically Purpose 5.  

• National Character Area profile: 110. Chilterns, Natural England, 2013: 

The National Character Area profile for the Chilterns provided a synopsis of 

the natural and human features of the Chilterns National Character Area. The 

document provided an overview of historic urban and economic development 

within the Chilterns and its impact upon the natural landscape. It also 

illustrated how the Chilterns represent a cultural landscape, whose character is 

heavily influenced by prominent historic buildings and Registered Parks and 

Gardens set in otherwise open or wooded countryside. This document 

informed both the identification of the Strategic Zones and the assessment of 

the Strategic Zones against the five Green Belt purposes set out in the NPPF.  

• National Character Area profile: 115. Thames Valley, Natural England, 

2012: The National Character Area profile for the Thames Valley provided a 
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synopsis of the natural and human features of the Thames Valley National 

Character Area. The document provided an overview of historic urban and 

economic development of the Thames Valley, including the interlinked 

functional and physical relationships between the settlements in the densely 

populated Thames Valley corridor. This document informed both the 

identification of the Strategic Zones and the assessment of the Strategic Zones 

against the five Green Belt purposes set out in the NPPF.  

• National Library of Scotland Historic Mapping [http://maps.nls.uk/]: The 

National Library of Scotland provides an online database of historic Ordnance 

Survey maps dating from 1842 through to 1961. This Study has been informed 

by an analysis of the historic development of key settlements in order to 

understand the evolution of urban morphology over time. 

• Slough Local Development Framework Site Allocations DPD, Slough 

Borough Council, adopted November 2010: Slough Borough Council 

adopted its Site Allocations Development Plan Document (DPD) in November 

2010. The principal purpose of the DPD is to identify future sites within 

Slough that will implement the Vision and Spatial Strategy of the Core 

Strategy (adopted December 2008). The Site Allocations DPD endorses Site 

Specific Allocations for development, open space and biodiversity, and 

Selected Key Locations for regeneration. This document informed the 

assessment of the Strategic Zones against the five Green Belt purposes 

outlined in the NPPF, specifically Purpose 5. 

• The South East Plan: Regional Spatial Strategy for the South East of 

England, Government Office for the South East: The South East Plan 

constituted the Regional Spatial Strategy for the South East of England, which 

was adopted in May 2009. This policy document was revoked in its entirety 

except for policy NRM6 (Thames Valley SPA) in March 2013.  

• Policy SP5 [Green Belts] set out that the existing broad extent of Green 

Belts in the region was appropriate and will be retained.30 

 

                                                 
30 Para 21.6, The South East Plan 
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B1 Duty to Cooperate Comments on Brief 

Number Respondent Comment CDC/SBDC Response Change(s) to Brief 

1 Aylesbury Vale 

DC 

We are not sure what purpose this piece of 

work would serve. 

The purpose of the study is set out in paragraph 6 

of the Brief. 

No change necessary 

2 Aylesbury Vale 

DC 

The work risks creating two tiers of Green 

Belt, raising the importance of areas 

identified as having strategic importance. 

It would be contrary to national policy to create a 

second tier of Green Belt. 

No change necessary 

3 Aylesbury Vale 

DC 

Given these are small areas in the context of 

the whole Metropolitan Green Belt we are 

unsure how these areas can be termed 

strategic. 

Until the study is undertaken it is not known what, 

if any, strategic significance small areas of Green 

Belt have. However, there are known cross-

administrative boundary and cross-Housing 

Market Area boundary issues in respect of the 

strategic priorities set out in paragraph 156 of the 

NPPF which have a bearing on Green Belt policy 

within the study area. 

No change necessary 

4 Aylesbury Vale 

DC 

There is no justification in national policy 

for the proposed approach: this is a local 

rather than strategic consideration. 

The issues are strategic in nature affected by 

local characteristics (the fragmented nature of the 

Green Belt as a result of historic patterns of 

sprawl and encroachment into the countryside at 

the edge of large built-up areas). 

No change necessary 

5 Aylesbury Vale 

DC 

It is unclear how this would sit with the 

previous Green Belt Assessment undertaken 

by Arup as it seems to suggest a re-

assessment of already assessed areas under 

new criteria. 

The Brief specifically states that the work on the 

strategic role of the Green Belt is intended to 

complement the Green Belt Assessment Part One 

and that as such the approach used must be 

consistent with the Part One methodology. In 

addition, the issue of consistency must be 

addressed in the final report. 

No change necessary 

6 Aylesbury Vale 

DC 

There is no definition of a strategic zone in 

the proposal. 

Agree that this should be explicitly addressed in 

the final report. 

Brief amended to require a definition of the term 

'strategic zone as an outcome of the study. 
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Number Respondent Comment CDC/SBDC Response Change(s) to Brief 

7 Aylesbury Vale 

DC 

Paragraph 81 of the NPPF isn't related to the 

purposes of the Green Belt but is about 

enhancing beneficial uses of land once the 

Green Belt has been defined. There are no 

broader purposes beyond those listed in 

paragraph 80 of the NPPF. 

Agree Paragraph 5 of the Brief amended to refer to 

'broader role of the Green Belt' rather than the 

'broader purpose of the wider Green Belt'. 

8 Aylesbury Vale 

DC 

Paragraph 7 (i): 'Sub-region' needs to be 

defined. 

Agree Paragraph 7 of the Brief amended to require 

definition of the term 'sub-region' as an outcome 

of the study. 

9 Aylesbury Vale 

DC 

Paragraph 7 (i): Green Belt evolution has 

already been addressed in the Part One 

analysis. It cannot be addressed without 

invalidating the Part One study. 

The Brief specifically states that the work on the 

strategic role of the Green Belt is intended to 

complement the Green Belt Assessment Part One 

and that as such the approach used must be 

consistent with the Part One methodology. In 

addition, the issue of consistency must be 

addressed in the final report. 

No change necessary 

10 Aylesbury Vale 

DC 

Paragraph 7 (i): We would like to know 

which planning policy documents are being 

referred to. 

Noted Brief amended to require that the final report lists 

the planning policy documents used to inform the 

analysis. 

11 Aylesbury Vale 

DC 

Paragraph 7 (i): Why are landscape character 

zones being proposed to inform the analysis 

when the Green Belt is not a landscape 

designation? 

Noted Brief amended to remove reference to landscape 

character assessments. 

12 Aylesbury Vale 

DC 

Paragraph 7 (iii): It is not understood how 

the stipulated factors relate to a Green Belt 

assessment which appear instead to be a 

wider consideration of factors relating to 

development potential. 

The factors are not intended to relate to 

consideration of development potential. The 

factors used will be specified and justified in the 

final report. Many of the factors listed in the Brief 

were used in the Part One Green Belt Assessment. 

Paragraph 7 of the Brief amended to require 

specification and justification of the factors used 

to describe each of the zones. 
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Number Respondent Comment CDC/SBDC Response Change(s) to Brief 

13 Aylesbury Vale 

DC 

We do not see the benefit or justification of 

now assessing zones against Green Belt 

Purpose 5. Risks undermining the Part One 

assessment. 

At the time of the Part One Assessment the 

Steering Group considered the role of the Green 

Belt in assisting urban regeneration and also 

whether any planned regeneration schemes were 

being inhibited by Green Belt designations. No 

areas were identified at that time. The scale of 

and time-scale for the Slough BC proposed 

northern expansion of Slough suggests that 

specific consideration of Green Belt Purpose 5 

may now be appropriate in a study of the 

strategic role of the Green Belt. 

The Brief specifically states that the work on the 

strategic role of the Green Belt is intended to 

complement the Green Belt Assessment Part One 

and that as such the approach used must be 

consistent with the Part One methodology. In 

addition, the issue of consistency must be 

addressed in the final report. 

No change necessary 

14 Aylesbury Vale 

DC 

Yet to be defined strategic zones will 

somehow potentially gain primacy over the 

conclusions of the Part One Green Belt 

Assessment. 

It would be contrary to national policy to create a 

second tier of Green Belt. 

No change necessary 

15 Aylesbury Vale 

DC 

The timing raises potential concerns, coming 

a year and five months after completion of 

Part One and after the CDC/SBDC Preferred 

Options. consultation 

The work could have the potential to impede 

progress of the VALP and raise a Duty to 

Co-operate issue, particularly if it increases 

the level of unmet development need that 

AVDC is asked to accommodate. Object to 

the work being carried out. 

The timing of the study is linked to on-going Duty 

to Co-operate discussions with Slough BC. 

The work on the strategic role of the Green Belt is 

referred to in the Buckinghamshire Local 

Planning Authorities and Bucks Thames Valley 

LEP Duty to Co-operate Position Statement in 

relation to Slough Borough Council's Emerging 

Slough Local Plan agreed by Aylesbury Vale DC 

in July 2017. 

No change necessary 
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Number Respondent Comment CDC/SBDC Response Change(s) to Brief 

17 Dacorum BC We note that the study will focus on defining 

strategic zones of Green Belt which 

broadens the assessment criteria from those 

'typically used' in reviews of Green Belt ie. 

further detailing the purposes of the Green 

Belt. We acknowledge that the performance 

of the Green Belt 'strategically' is generally 

considered at the start of a Green Belt 

review (commonly as part of Stage 1). Such 

an approach then allows for more thorough 

and detailed consideration of 'smaller 

parcels' within the Green Belt to be made, as 

the assessment progresses. 

The proposed consideration of the strategic role 

of the Green Belt does not 'further detail the 

purposes of the Green Belt'. It is designed to 

reflect the need to consider the performance of 

Green Belt at 'micro' and 'macro' scales. 

No change necessary 

18 Dacorum BC While we recognise that 'strategic zones' of 

the Green Belt may perform wider functions, 

such as limiting the coalescence of larger 

settlements and safeguarding the countryside 

from encroachment. It is the effectiveness of 

each of the 'smaller parcels' within a 

'strategic zone' to perform the 5 purposes of 

Green Belt that is critical. For example, it is 

possible that within a strategic zone the 

'strategic function' may be performed 

strongly, while a smaller parcel within the 

area is 'more poorly performing'. It may be 

that within 'poorly performing parcels' some 

Green Belt release may not weaken the 

effectiveness of the wider 'strategic area'. 

Agree that it may be the case that a smaller area 

of Green Belt performs less strongly than the 

wider area that it sits within and that release of 

such Green Belt may not weaken the effectiveness 

of the wider area. Equally, the wider area may be 

particularly sensitive to change due to one or a 

number of factors. The proposed work is designed 

to further consider this thinking. 

No change necessary 
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Number Respondent Comment CDC/SBDC Response Change(s) to Brief 

19 Dacorum BC It would help if the methodology explained 

the role of this work and how it will feed 

into the Green Belt Stage 2 review and if it 

will affect any judgement of smaller parcels 

in terms of the 5 purposes of Green Belt. 

Would the conclusions about the wider 

'strategic zones' then have a weighting 

attached to them?  

The Part Two Assessment report will explain how 

it has been informed by the work on strategic role 

of the Green Belt set out in the Brief. 

No change necessary 

20 Dacorum BC It is important that the methodology focuses 

on the contribution to the Green Belt 

purposes and not to stray into discussions at 

this early stage about Green Belt releases 

and development opportunities. The latter 

are policy considerations as part of the plan 

making process.  

 

Agree. The purpose of the work on the strategic 

role of the Green Belt does not include discussion 

about development opportunities in the Green 

Belt. The Brief does though include consideration 

of sensitivity to change, including strengths and 

vulnerabilities. This in turn includes 

consideration of the implications of the 

recommendations from the Green Belt Assessment 

Part One. 

No change necessary 

21 Dacorum BC We note reference is made to the Green 

Belt's contributions to regeneration of areas, 

such as Hemel Hempstead, Maidenhead 

Town Centre and Slough. Within our Green 

Belt Stage 2 review ARUP concluded that 'It 

is considered that all Green Belt achieves 

this purpose to the same extent, and that the 

Green Belt value of parcels when assessed 

against Purpose 5 is unlikely to be 

distinguishable'. It would be of interest to us 

to understand the methodology and if Arup’s 

thinking has developed since this position. 

Arup have been asked to consider whether 

Purpose 5 has a bearing on the strategic function 

of the Green Belt particularly in the light of 

Slough BC's proposal for a northern expansion of 

Slough into South Bucks District. Arup's 

conclusions will be set out in the final report. 

No change necessary 
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Number Respondent Comment CDC/SBDC Response Change(s) to Brief 

22 Dacorum BC At this stage there are no defined land 

parcels to comment upon. Although where 

these may have the same land 

coverage/overlap with our Green Belt 

studies, it would be preferable if the parcels 

were similarly defined and have comparable 

outcomes/conclusions or at least ones which 

align. We would wish to avoid our evidence 

bases unintentionally 'undermining one 

another'. 

It is not the purpose of the study to define land 

parcels; that was carried out in the Green Belt 

Assessment Part One. 

No change necessary 

23 Hertfordshire CC No comments. Noted No change necessary 

24 Slough BC Welcome strategic look at the Green Belt. Noted No change necessary 

25 Slough BC Green Belt is just one factor that needs to be 

considered in the strategic planning of an 

area. 

The NPPF establishes that local plans should 

meet objectively assessed needs unless any 

adverse impacts of doing so would significantly 

and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when 

assessed against the policies in the NPPF taken 

as a whole. Protecting Green Belts is a core 

planning principle of the NPPF. (NPPF 

paragraphs 14 & 17). 

No change necessary 

26 Slough BC The study should consider how the Green 

Belt would perform if we have to 

accommodate a range of growth scenarios. 

Scenario testing does not fall within the scope of 

the proposed work. 

No change necessary 

27 Slough BC Chiltern & South Bucks need to be seen in 

the wider sub-region, with a particular 

emphasis upon London. … If the study is to 

look at Green Belt around Slough it will 

need to look at its entire context and not just 

the area to the north. 

This would be beyond the scope of the proposed 

work. The study relates to the strategic role of the 

Green Belt in Chiltern and South Bucks. To that 

extent it will consider the Green Belt to the north 

of Slough but it would not be appropriate for the 

District Councils to commission a high level 

review of the whole of the Green Belt around 

Slough. 

No change necessary 
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Number Respondent Comment CDC/SBDC Response Change(s) to Brief 

28 Slough BC It is important that full consideration is 

given to the Colne Valley Park which has a 

major overlap with Green Belt policy in the 

area. 

Recreation is not one of the five purposes for the 

Green Belt set out in the NPPF. However, the 

Colne Valley park is relevant to the wider role for 

the Green Belt in respect of sport and recreation, 

retention and enhancement of landscapes etc set 

out in paragraph 81 of the NPPF.  

No change necessary 

29 Slough BC The study should look at emerging and 

existing planning policy documents and 

emerging proposals for things like the third 

runway at Heathrow. 

Para. 7(iii) of the Brief includes consideration of 

any significant committed development proposals. 

The third runway at Heathrow falls outside the 

scope of the current local plan; if necessary it will 

be dealt with in a review of the emerging local 

plan for Chiltern and South Bucks. 

No change necessary 

30 Slough BC The study should consider the Slough BC 

proposal for northern expansion of Slough 

and the reasons behind it. 

Slough BC's proposal for a northern expansion of 

Slough has excluded consideration of Green Belt 

matters. This study will consider the implications 

of a northern expansion within the wider sub-

regional context. 

No change necessary 

31 Slough BC The study should consider all of the factors 

listed in paragraph 81 of the NPPF. 

Agree Brief amended to clarify that the Study will 

consider the wider role for the Green Belt set out 

in paragraph 81 of the NPPF. 

32 Slough BC Regeneration objectives should not be 

considered in a theoretical way only. 

Consideration should be based on the actual 

impacts of releasing Green Belt land for 

development. 

The study will consider how each of the strategic 

zones assists urban regeneration by encouraging 

the recycling of derelict and other urban land. 

No change necessary 

33 Slough BC It is not clear why the large built-up areas in 

the southern part of the study area are 

strategically important. 

Slough and Greater London are of clear strategic 

importance. 

No change necessary 

34 Slough BC I would like to understand whether the fact 

that an area is fragmented means there is 

more or less reason to protect it from 

development. 

This forms part of the Brief (see paragraph 7 

[iii]). 

No change necessary 
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Number Respondent Comment CDC/SBDC Response Change(s) to Brief 

35 Slough BC Slough BC should be given the opportunity 

to engage with the consultants. 

Slough BC's involvement will be welcome and has 

already been requested in in the Buckinghamshire 

Local Planning Authorities and Bucks Thames 

Valley LEP Duty to Co-operate Position 

Statement in relation to Slough Borough 

Council's Emerging Slough Local Plan. 

No change necessary 

36 Wycombe DC Whilst I recognise that the Bucks authorities 

did not reach a final consensus on the 

content of the Green Belt Part 2 

methodology it seems to me that this 

proposal is effectively revisiting the Part 1 

work, and potentially revising the outcomes 

from (and indeed methodology for) that 

work that we have recently agreed in the 

Bucks Districts and BTVLEP MOU. 

Undertaking a review of the strategic role of 

the Green Belt at this stage potentially 

undermines the consistent approach that we 

have adopted.  

The Brief specifically states that the work on the 

strategic role of the Green Belt is intended to 

complement the Green Belt Assessment Part One 

and that as such the approach used must be 

consistent with the Part One methodology. In 

addition the issue of consistency must be 

addressed in the final report. 

The work on the strategic role of the Green Belt is 

referred to in the Buckinghamshire Local 

Planning Authorities and Bucks Thames Valley 

LEP Duty to Co-operate Position Statement in 

relation to Slough Borough Council's Emerging 

Slough Local Plan agreed by Wycombe DC in 

July 2017. 

No change necessary 

37 Wycombe DC … if you decide to proceed with the study I 

would ask that you involve WDC in the 

study in line with para 11 of the proposal. 

Noted No change necessary 

38 RB Windsor & 

Maidenhead 

Where does this leave areas that are not 

identified as ‘strategically important’ due to 

their location in ‘strategic zones’? 

It would be contrary to national policy to create a 

second tier of Green Belt. 

No change necessary 

39 RB Windsor & 

Maidenhead 

What are the broader range of factors 

referred to in Paragraph 5? 

Agree that clarification is required. Paragraph 5 of the Brief amended to refer to 

'broader role of the Green Belt' rather than the 

'broader purpose of the wider Green Belt'. 

40 RB Windsor & 

Maidenhead 

It is unclear what the 'wider sub-region' 

refers to. 

Agree Paragraph 7 of the Brief amended to require 

definition of the term 'sub-region' as an outcome 

of the study. 
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41 RB Windsor & 

Maidenhead 

Will zones be assessed individually or in 

combination? Will zones be assessed in 

combination with parcels identified in earlier 

Green Belt work? 

The approach used will be set out and justified in 

the final report. 

 

42 RB Windsor & 

Maidenhead 

How likely is it that RBWM will be included 

in the sub-regions? 

The Project Proposal requires that the wider sub-

region be defined and justified. 

No change necessary 

43 RB Windsor & 

Maidenhead 

Agree that the fifth Green Belt purpose 

should be considered in greater detail. 

Noted No change necessary 

44 RB Windsor & 

Maidenhead 

Have Arup undertaken a similar study for 

other local planning authorities? 

This is not a matter for the Project Proposal. No change necessary 

 Bracknell Forest 

Council 

No comments received -  

 Buckinghamshire 

CC 

No comments received -  

 Central Beds 

Council 

No comments received -  

 Hillingdon BC No comments received -  

 Luton Council No comments received -  

 Mayor of London No comments received -  

 Reading BC No comments received -  

 Three Rivers DC No comments received -  

 West Berkshire 

Council 

No comments received -  

 Wokingham BC No comments received -  
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B2 Duty to Cooperate Comments on Draft Report 

Number Respondent Comment Response Change(s) to Report 

1 Buckinghamshire 

CC 

The study usefully presents the strategic 

function of the Green Belt within Chiltern 

and South Bucks. 

Comment noted No change 

2 Buckinghamshire 

CC 

It is not clear how the study links to the Part 

One assessment for Buckinghamshire, the 

Part Two assessments for Aylesbury, 

Wycombe, Chiltern & South Bucks or the 

Chiltern & South Bucks Green Belt 

Preferred Options. 

Comment noted and report amended. Additional text added to section 1.2 (Background) 

and 1.3 (Purpose of the Review) to provide better 

explanation of the role of the Study and its 

relationship to the Part One and Part Two 

assessments. 

3 Buckinghamshire 

CC 

While we recognise that 'strategic zones' of 

the Green Belt may perform wider functions, 

such as limiting the coalescence of larger 

settlements and safeguarding the countryside 

from encroachment. It is the effectiveness of 

each of the 'smaller parcels' within a 

'strategic zone' to perform the 5 purposes of 

Green Belt that is critical. For example, it is 

possible that within a strategic zone the 

'strategic function' may be performed 

strongly, while a smaller parcel within the 

area is 'more poorly performing'. It may be 

that within 'poorly performing parcels' some 

Green Belt release may not weaken the 

effectiveness. 

The Strategic Green Belt Review intends to 

provide further evidence to support the Green 

Belt assessment process in Chiltern and South 

Bucks Districts but does not seek to undermine 

work previously undertaken and published in the 

Part One and Part Two assessments. 

Additional text added to section 1.2 (Background) 

and 1.3 (Purpose of the Review) to provide better 

explanation of the role of the Study and its 

relationship to the Part One and Part Two 

assessments. 

4 Dacorum BC Some of the strategic zones in the report are 

shown to extend into areas within 

Dacorum. For this reason, we would ask 

whether the following sentence (or 

something similar) could be added to the 

report’s conclusion: 

Comment acknowledged and additional text 

added to report. 

Additional text added to paragraph 5.1.8: 

‘While it is important to consider the Green Belt 

within Chiltern and South Bucks at the strategic 

scale, it should be recognised that smaller parcels 

of land could be released from the Green Belt 

should exceptional circumstances be 

demonstrated without compromising the ability of 
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'While it is important to consider the 

strategic element of the Green Belt, it should 

be recognised that smaller parcels could be 

released from the Green Belt without 

compromising the ability of the strategic 

zones to meet the purposes of the Green 

Belt'. 

We would wish to avoid our evidence bases 

unintentionally ‘undermining one another’ 

or for this report to ‘challenge’ any future 

planning strategy which Dacorum favours 

within our new Local Plan process. 

the Strategic Zones to meet the purposes of the 

Green Belt as identified in national policy.’ 

5 Slough BC Point 26 in Appendix B1 states that 'scenario 

testing does fall within the scope of the 

proposed work' but this does not appear to 

have happened. …There has been no testing 

of a higher level of development to see what 

impact this would have on the strategic role 

of the Green Belt. 

There is a typo in the form of a missing word in 

the fourth column of the table. The sentence 

should actually read ‘Scenario testing does not 

fall within the scope of the proposed work’. 

Change made. 

6 Slough BC There is no recognition of the fact that the 

need for development has increased 

significantly since the Metropolitan Green 

Belt was introduced 80 years ago and there 

appears to be an assumption in Paragraph 

4.1.3 that any development in the Green Belt 

is by definition 'bad'. This does not appear to 

be a very robust basis for carrying out a 

Strategic Green Belt Study. 

Discussion on the history of Green Belt policy is 

provided within the Part One Green Belt 

Assessment and is therefore not repeated in this 

Report. 

Paragraph 4.1.3 refers to original purpose and 

spirit of the Green Belt rather than stating that all 

development in the Green Belt is “bad”. 

No change. 

7 Slough BC Section 3.3 has considered the role of the 

Green Belt in the Thames Valley zone which 

includes Windsor, Eton and Maidenhead. In 

doing so it has not considered the need for 

housing in this area or the proposed Green 

Belt releases in the Windsor & Maidenhead 

Comment noted and report amended. Additional text added to the Purpose 5 assessment 

of Strategic Zone B to make reference to proposed 

limited Green Belt release. 
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Local Plan. As a result it has not considered 

the proper planning context for this area. 

8 Slough BC The report has not considered the Strategic 

Gap policy that is operated in Slough. This 

is significant because this has been found by 

the Secretary of State and the Courts to set a 

'higher bar' than Green Belt policy. As a 

result I would have expected a Strategic 

Green Belt Study to recognise the 

importance of protecting this highly 

fragmented and vulnerable area of Green 

Belt. 

The scope of the Study does not include 

consideration / assessment of other policy 

designations. 

No change. 

9 Slough BC The Colne Valley Park has a number of wide 

ranging purposes, not just recreation, which 

overlap with the purposes of having a Green 

Belt. The Colne Valley Park is mentioned a 

number of times (page 12) but its sub 

regional planning role has not been 

recognised and it is not clear why it was not 

used to define the London Fringe Zone. 

The scope of the Study does not include 

consideration / assessment of other policy 

designations. 

The Strategic Zones were identified on the basis 

of the factors set out in section 2.2.3 and are 

considered appropriate for this Study.  

The outer edge of Strategic Zone A broadly aligns 

with the Colne Valley Regional Park. As noted in 

paragraph 2.2.2, the boundaries between each 

Strategic Area are not hard and fast, but 

represent zones of transition from one Zone to 

another and there is an element of overlap 

between the zones. 

 

No change. 

10 Slough BC The study has a number of shortcomings in 

relation to Heathrow. Firstly, it is only 

looking at the content of the Chiltern and 

South Bucks Local Plan and not the 

proposals for Heathrow, which means that it 

is not being 'strategic'. Secondly, by only 

looking as far as a review of the Local Plan, 

the Study only has a very limited timeframe 

Consideration of Heathrow expansion proposals 

is beyond the scope of this Study, which would 

require a separate study rather than inclusion 

within this Green Belt Assessment. 

With regard to the Strategic Gap policy, the scope 

of the Study does not include consideration / 

assessment of other policy designations. 

No change. 
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and cannot claim to be looking at the role of 

the Green Belt up to 2036. Finally it has not 

considered any future scenarios such as the 

need to completely review our Strategic Gap 

policy if the third runway goes ahead. 

11 Slough BC It is not clear how the study has considered 

the implications of a northern expansion 

within a wider sub-regional context. 

Detailed analysis of northern expansion 

proposals not within the scope of the Study which 

is a strategic assessment of the Green Belt. 

No change. 

12 Slough BC The methodology fails to take into account 

the wider role for the Green Belt and only 

assesses the Strategic Zones against the five 

purposes of the Green Belt set out in 

paragraph 80 of the NPPF. As a result the 

study has failed to consider the wider 

beneficial uses of the Green Belt for access; 

opportunities for outdoor sport and 

recreation; the retention and enhancement of 

landscapes, visual amenity and biodiversity; 

or to improve damaged and derelict land. 

This is considered to be a major shortcoming 

of the report. 

Assessment of the Strategic Zones against the five 

purposes of Green Belt was defined by the Study 

brief. Issues of openness and permanence have 

been considered. 

 

No change. 

13 Slough BC There has been no proper analysis as to 

whether the release of Green Belt would 

prevent brownfield land coming forward for 

development. 

The report is high-level in accordance with the 

Brief. However, reference is made in section 3.2 

(Sensitivity to Change) to the potential impact of 

the release of Green Belt land on the edges of 

large built-up areas with regard to the 

availability of greenfield development 

opportunities and the attractiveness of previously 

developed land within the urban areas. 

No change. 

14 Slough BC There is no assessment of the relative 

importance of the Green Belt in terms of its 

fragmentation. 

The fragmentation of the Green Belt within the 

Strategic Zones is considered in the Study, both 

as part of the description of the characteristics 

and function of the Strategic Zones and the role of 

No change. 
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the Strategic Zones against the Green Belt 

purposes. 

15 Slough The identification of Strategic Zone A 

(London Fringe) is logical but it would have 

been better to use the Colne Valley Park as 

the boundary for this since it has already 

been defined and has an acknowledged sub 

regional planning role. The protection of the 

Colne Valley Park should have been 

recognised as a strategic purpose of the 

Green Belt. 

The Strategic Zones were identified on the basis 

of the factors set out in section 2.2.3 and are 

considered appropriate for this Study. 

The outer edge of Strategic Zone A broadly aligns 

with the Colne Valley Regional Park. As noted in 

paragraph 2.2.2, the boundaries between each 

Strategic Area are not hard and fast, but 

represent zones of transition from one Zone to 

another and there is an element of overlap 

between the zones. 

With regard to comments 15, 16, and 17, it is 

noted that these proposed revised Strategic Zones 

(Colne Valley Regional Park, AONB, and Thames 

Valley) would not cover the full extent of Green 

Belt within Chiltern and South Bucks and would 

therefore leave some areas of Green Belt outside 

of a Strategic Zone. 

Protection of the Colne Valley Park is not a 

‘purpose’ of Green Belt as identified in national 

policy. 

No change. 

16 Slough BC The other Strategic Zones do not form 

distinct recognisable areas in geographical 

or planning terms. It would have been 

logical for Zone C (the Chilterns Wedge) to 

be made up from the Chilterns Area of 

Outstanding Natural Beauty since this is a 

clearly defined area with a distinctive quality 

which has a recognised planning status.  The 

protection of the AONB in its entirety 

should have been recognised as a strategic 

purpose of the Green Belt. 

The Strategic Zones were identified on the basis 

of the factors set out in section 2.2.3 and are 

considered appropriate for this Study. 

With regard to comments 15, 16, and 17, it is 

noted that these proposed revised Strategic Zones 

(Colne Valley Regional Park, AONB, and Thames 

Valley) would not cover the full extent of Green 

Belt within Chiltern and South Bucks and would 

therefore leave some areas of Green Belt outside 

of a Strategic Zone. 

No change. 
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Protection of AONB is not a ‘purpose’ of Green 

Belt as identified in national policy. 

17 Slough BC Strategic Zone B (the Thames Valley) would 

then consist of the M4 corridor including the 

major settlements of Slough, Windsor, 

Maidenhead and Reading.  The protection of 

the Thames river corridor, within the wider 

M4 corridor, should also have been 

recognised as a strategic purpose of the 

Green Belt. 

The Strategic Zones were identified on the basis 

of the factors set out in section 2.2.3 and are 

considered appropriate for this Study. 

With regard to comments 15, 16, and 17, it is 

noted that these proposed revised Strategic Zones 

(Colne Valley Regional Park, AONB, and Thames 

Valley) would not cover the full extent of Green 

Belt within Chiltern and South Bucks and would 

therefore leave some areas of Green Belt outside 

of a Strategic Zone. 

Protection of the Thames river corridor is not a 

‘purpose’ of Green Belt as identified in national 

policy. 

No change. 

18 Slough BC The failure to identify recognisable Strategic 

Zones with distinct planning functions 

undermines the usefulness of the study. 

The Strategic Zones were identified on the basis 

of the factors set out in section 2.2.3 and are 

considered appropriate for this Study. 

No change. 

19 RB Windsor & 

Maidenhead 

It remains unclear how useful this study will 

be as part of the plan-making process as a 

large part of the assessment in the project 

appears to be attempting to provide further 

evidence against any expansion north of 

Slough, into South Bucks. 

The Strategic Green Belt Review intends to 

provide further evidence to support the Green 

Belt assessment process in Chiltern and South 

Bucks Districts but does not seek to undermine 

work previously undertaken and published in the 

Part One assessment. 

Additional text added to section 1.2 (Background) 

and 1.3 (Purpose of the Review) to provide better 

explanation of the role of the Study and its 

relationship to the Part One assessment. 

20 RB Windsor & 

Maidenhead 

The report therefore attempts to demonstrate 

how certain ‘zones’ make particular 

contributions to the purposes of the Green 

Belt and advises against allocating through 

Local Plans. 

The Strategic Green Belt Review is a Study 

looking at the performance of the Green Belt and 

as such does not make any recommendations 

regarding allocations. 

No change. 

21 RB Windsor & 

Maidenhead 

Making generalisations across such large 

‘zones’ is not considered particularly helpful 

as any finer grain assessment of the Green 

The Strategic Green Belt Review intends to 

provide further evidence to support the Green 

Belt assessment process in Chiltern and South 

Bucks Districts but does not seek to undermine 

Additional text added to section 1.2 (Background) 

and 1.3 (Purpose of the Review) to provide better 

explanation of the role of the Study and its 

relationship to the Part One assessment. 
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Belt could (and likely will) contradict such 

generalisations. 

work previously undertaken and published in the 

Part One assessment. 

22 RB Windsor & 

Maidenhead 

A number of DtC bodies (including RBWM) 

have raised the issue of where the outcome 

of the study leaves areas of Green Belt 

defined as being outside of the ‘strategic 

zones’ identified in this report (Appendix B, 

points 14, 38 etc). 

As explained in section 2.2 of the Report, the 

Strategic Zones have been ‘identified largely 

through commonalities in their character and 

natural constraints or barriers, together with 

their high-level functional purposes (in Green 

Belt terms) at a strategic scale and being of 

relevance to Chiltern and South Bucks’ plan-

making process.’ As such, all areas of Green Belt 

within Chiltern and South Bucks fall within a 

Strategic Zone for the purposes of this Study. 

The identification of Strategic Zones is not 

intended to create a second tier of Green Belt 

which would be contrary to national policy, but to 

identify broad areas for assessment based on 

their consistent characteristics and functions. 

No change. 

23 RB Windsor & 

Maidenhead 

1.3.1 What is the ‘broader range of factors 

than the 5 purposes of the Green Belt’? 

Text in 1.3.1 consistent with Part Two work.  No change. 

24 RB Windsor & 

Maidenhead 

‘2.2 Identification of Strategic Zones’ 

appears to be the closest section that 

resembles a methodology. The points 

included in 2.2.3 are too vague to be of use, 

and preclude a full understanding of the 

methodological exercise undertaken to 

identify the zones. 

The Strategic Zones are by their very nature 

broad bands of Green Belt and not defined by 

definitive edges and/or precise boundaries. The 

criteria set out in section 2.2.3 set out the broad 

range of factors which have helped identify the 

Strategic Zones. 

No change. 

25 RB Windsor & 

Maidenhead 

2.2.4 is too descriptive rather than analysing 

how the zones have been identified. 

Section 2.2.4 describes the identified Strategic 

Zones based on the factors listed in section 2.2.3 

thereby explaining how these factors have been 

applied. Some commentary is provided on the 

overarching reasoning for the identification of the 

Strategic Zones. 

No change. 
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26 RB Windsor & 

Maidenhead 

The assessment undertaken is not ‘strategic’ 

in nature as it is based on a narrow 

geographical area and it’s unclear what 

justification there is for the strategic zones 

set out. 

The purpose of the Study is to consider the Green 

Belt at the strategic level in relation to Chiltern 

and South Bucks Districts. In practice, the Green 

Belt Strategic Zones are likely to extend beyond 

the geographical area shown on Map 1 within the 

report (hence, no outer edge to the Zones has 

been defined). However, assessment of the 

Strategic Green Belt beyond the confines of Map 

is beyond the scope of the Study. 

As such, it is considered that the scale of Strategic 

Zones identified is appropriate for the purposes of 

this Study. 

No change. 

27 RB Windsor & 

Maidenhead 

Insert map of each zone before each chapter 

for coherence and to aid review. 

In practice, due to the shape and scale of the 

Strategic Zones identified, it is not practical to 

produce an individual map for each Strategic 

Zone. 

No change. 

28 RB Windsor & 

Maidenhead 

Further information required regarding how 

the Part Two assessment by South 

Bucks/Chiltern will be undertaken, and how 

it will interact with this ‘Strategic Role’ 

report. 

The Strategic Green Belt Review intends to 

provide further evidence to support the Green 

Belt assessment process in Chiltern and South 

Bucks Districts but does not seek to undermine 

work previously undertaken and published in the 

Part One assessment. 

Additional text added to section 1.2 (Background) 

and 1.3 (Purpose of the Review) to provide better 

explanation of the role of the Study and its 

relationship to the Part One assessment. 

29 RB Windsor & 

Maidenhead 

5.1.2 It is unclear why the sprawl of London 

and Slough are considered in the same 

sentence. Especially as other areas (for 

example the area specific in the report 

between Windsor and Eton Wick) make 

important contributions in preventing urban 

sprawl, and the coalescence of settlements. It 

is unclear why the sprawl has been singled 

out. 

Comment noted and report amended. Text in paragraph 5.1.2 amended to improve 

clarity and better align with the conclusions in 

section 3.3. 

30 RB Windsor & 

Maidenhead 

5.1.7 Where sites have been assessed as 

making lower contributions to the Green 

We do not agree with this position. Poor 

performance of Green Belt against national 

No change. 
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Belt the Local Plan may not be required to 

support the Green Belt in fulfilling its 

purposes. 

policy ‘purposes’ does not result in the automatic 

release of Green Belt which can only be done 

through demonstration of ‘exceptional 

circumstances’. 

31 RB Windsor & 

Maidenhead 

5.1.1 States that the Part Two assessment 

will consider the ‘potential harm to the 

Green Belt.’ This could be more positive and 

instead refer to areas that may be found to 

make limited contribution to the Green Belt, 

and where any ‘harm’ would be minimal. 

Current wording reflects the Part Two 

Assessment. 

No change. 

32 RB Windsor & 

Maidenhead 

5.1.2 Sweeping statements about areas in 

Zone B being sensitive to change regarding 

Purposes 1 and 2 is unhelpful given the more 

detailed work undertaken by RBWM that 

has demonstrated that for a number of sites 

the impact on Purposes 1 and 2 is 

limited/lower. 

Comment acknowledged and additional text 

added to report (see response to Comment No.4 

from Dacorum). 

Additional text added to paragraph 5.1.8 (see 

response to Comment No.4 from Dacorum). 

33 RB Windsor & 

Maidenhead 

Page 21 (Purpose 2): The River Thames also 

forms a significant natural boundary that 

limits the expansion of Maidenhead east, in 

addition to the Green Belt. 

Comment noted and report amended. Additional text added to purpose 2 assessment for 

Strategic Zone B to include reference to the role 

played by the River Thames and highway 

infrastructure to prevent merging. 

34 RB Windsor & 

Maidenhead 

Page 22 acknowledges that the ‘performance 

against Purpose 3 varies across Strategic 

Zone B.’ As a result the study is too vague 

in both in geographic references and level of 

analysis to be of significant benefit. It is 

therefore unclear what benefit this study will 

be to future Green Belt assessment work. It 

would have been more beneficial if the 

report had considered the findings of the 

Green Belt work undertaken in neighbouring 

boroughs, such as the Green Belt Purpose 

Analysis (2013) and Edge of Settlement 

Analysis (2016) from RBWM. 

The scope of the study is a high-level/strategic 

assessment of the Green Belt. Differences in 

character and function of the Strategic Zones in 

relation to the purposes are considered at a high 

level, with detailed assessment contained in the 

other parts of the Chiltern and South Bucks 

Districts Green Belt assessment work. 

The Strategic Green Belt Review does not seek to 

undermine work previously undertaken and 

published in Buckinghamshire or Green Belt 

assessment work undertaken by other authorities. 

Additional text added to section 1.2 (Background) 

and 1.3 (Purpose of the Review) to provide better 

explanation of the role of the Study and its 

relationship to the Part One and Part Two 

assessments. 
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Number Respondent Comment Response Change(s) to Report 

35 RB Windsor & 

Maidenhead 

Page 22 (Purpose 3) (Encroachment) Green 

Belt Purpose Analysis (2013) shows that a 

number of areas in this area are important to 

the purposes of the Green Belt. 

The scope of the study is a high-level/strategic 

assessment of the Green Belt. Differences in 

character and function of the Strategic Zones in 

relation to the purposes are considered at a high 

level, with detailed assessment contained in the 

other parts of the Chiltern and South Bucks 

Districts Green Belt assessment work. 

The Strategic Green Belt Review does not seek to 

undermine work previously undertaken and 

published in Buckinghamshire or Green Belt 

assessment work undertaken by other authorities. 

Additional text added to section 1.2 (Background) 

and 1.3 (Purpose of the Review) to provide better 

explanation of the role of the Study and its 

relationship to the Part One and Part Two 

assessments. 

36 RB Windsor & 

Maidenhead 

Page 23 (Purpose 5) Slough has to focus 

growth in urban areas given the limited areas 

of undeveloped land remaining within the 

borough. Support that Purpose 5 

acknowledges the role of supporting the 

strategic objectives by focussing 

development on brownfield land. 

Noted. No change. 

37 RB Windsor & 

Maidenhead 

Page 23 (Purpose 5) makes no reference to 

the proposed Green Belt release included in 

the RBWM Borough Local Plan. This does 

not appear to have been taken into account 

as part of the assessment, or the evidence 

documents stated re. 5.1.2. 

By convention we consider it inappropriate to 

comment on proposals by neighbouring 

authorities, particularly in draft plans. It is also 

rarely helpful to the authorities concerned. Best 

practice is for these issues to be addressed 

through Duty to Cooperate processes/Statements 

of Common Ground. 

No change. 

38 RB Windsor & 

Maidenhead 

Page 23 (Purpose 5) The assessment appears 

to downplay Slough’s preferred approach 

regarding a northern expansion into South 

Bucks which would make a significant 

contribution towards the identified housing 

need arising from the borough. 

A number of spatial options are presented in 

Slough’s published Issues & Options 

Consultation Document (January 2017) which 

informed this Study when drafted. It is 

acknowledged that Slough has since reported (at 

Cabinet) on its emerging Spatial Strategy but that 

final version for consultation has not yet been 

published. As such, the purpose 5 assessment of 

No change. 
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Number Respondent Comment Response Change(s) to Report 

Strategic Zone B remains high-level with regard 

to Slough’s growth.  

It is not possible within the scope of the Study to 

analyse in detail all growth options for all 

neighbouring authorities with regard to potential 

impact on Green Belt. 

The Part Two Assessment includes consideration 

of site identified through ‘call for sites’ process 

which Arup understands includes strategic 

expansion sites around the edge of Slough. 

39 RB Windsor & 

Maidenhead 

Strategic level of the assessment means that 

broad comments like those stated in Page 23 

(sensitivity to change) negate the assessment 

work undertaken by individual authorities on 

Green Belt sites by making sweeping 

generalised statements. 

The Strategic Green Belt Review intends to 

provide further evidence to support the Green 

Belt assessment process in Chiltern and South 

Bucks Districts but does not seek to undermine 

work previously undertaken and published in the 

Part One assessment. 

Additional text added to section 1.2 (Background) 

and 1.3 (Purpose of the Review) to provide better 

explanation of the role of the Study and its 

relationship to the Part One assessment. 

40 RB Windsor & 

Maidenhead 

A table is needed that summarises the 

assessment for each Zone. 

The Strategic Green Belt Review supports and 

informs the Councils’ Part Two Assessment. As 

such, summaries of the Strategic Zones 

assessments are contained within the assessment 

proformas in the Part Two Assessment. 

No change. 

41 Bracknell Forest 

Council 

No comments - N/A 

42 Wycombe District 

Council 

Reiteration of comments made on the Brief 

with regard to the purpose of the Study and 

the risk that it could undermine the 

consistent approach to Green Belt 

assessment across the County. 

Ongoing liaison with Wycombe District Council 

during finalisation of the report, including 

meeting held between Wycombe District Council, 

Chiltern District Council, South Bucks District 

Council and Arup. 

The Strategic Green Belt Review intends to 

provide further evidence to support the Green 

Belt assessment process in Chiltern and South 

Bucks Districts but does not seek to undermine 

Additional text added to section 1.2 (Background) 

and 1.3 (Purpose of the Review) to provide better 

explanation of the role of the Study and its 

relationship to the Part One assessment. 
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Number Respondent Comment Response Change(s) to Report 

work previously undertaken and published in the 

Part One assessment. 

 Central Beds 

Council 

No comments received - N/A 

 Luton Council No comments received - N/A 

 Mayor of London No comments received - N/A 

 Reading BC No comments received - N/A 

 Three Rivers DC No comments received - N/A 

 West Berkshire 

Council 

No comments received - N/A 

 Wokingham BC No comments received - N/A 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Appendix C 

Glossary of Terms 
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Term Definition 

Connected Displaying a low level of containment and rather simply 

adjoining the urban area. 

Contiguous Predominantly surrounded or enclosed by built form but also 

retaining a strong link to the wider Green Belt. 

Unspoilt Countryside / rural 

area 

Land with an absence of built development and 

characterised by rural land uses and landscapes, including 

agricultural land, forestry, woodland, shrubland / scrubland 

and open fields. 

Duty to Cooperate A legislative requirement in the Localism Act 2011 which 

places a duty on local planning authorities, county councils 

in England and public bodies to engage constructively, 

actively and on an ongoing basis to maximise the 

effectiveness of Local and Marine Plan preparation in the 

context of strategic cross boundary matters. 

Enclosed Almost entirely contained or surrounded by built 

development. 

Essential Gap A gap between settlements where development would 

significantly reduce the perceived or actual distance between 

them. 

Large Built up Area Areas defined to correspond to the major settlements 

identified in the respective Local Plans for each local 

authority, both within and outside Buckinghamshire, and 

used in the NPPF Purpose 1 assessment. 

Largely rural area Land with a general absence of built development, largely 

characterised by rural land uses and landscapes but with 

some other sporadic developments and man-made structures. 

Less Essential Gap A gap between settlements where development is likely to 

be possible without any risk of coalescence between them. 

Neighbouring Town Refers to settlements within Buckinghamshire, as well as 

settlements in neighbouring authorities immediately adjacent 

to Buckinghamshire’s boundaries, for the assessment against 

NPPF Purpose 2. 

Open land Open land refers to land that is lacking in built development. 

Openness Openness refers to the visible openness of the Green Belt in 

terms of the absence of built development and a topography 

which supports long sightlines and vistas. 

Semi-urban area Land which begins on the edge of the fully built up area and 

contains a mix of urban and rural land uses before giving 

way to the wider countryside. Land uses might include 

publicly accessible natural green spaces and green corridors, 

country parks and local nature reserves, small-scale food 

production (e.g. market gardens) and waste management 

facilities, interspersed with built development more 

generally associated with urban areas (e.g. residential or 

commercial). 

Sprawl The outward spread of a large built-up area at its periphery 

in an untidy or irregular way. 

Sub-region The wider geographical area within which Chiltern and 

South Bucks are located and with which there is a functional 

and physical relationship in terms of the operation of the 

Green Belt, including but not limited to the Counties of 
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Term Definition 

Buckinghamshire, Hertfordshire, Greater London, and the 

unitary authorities of Slough, Windsor and Maidenhead, 

Bracknell Forest, and Wokingham.  

Urban area Land which is predominantly characterised by urban land 

uses, including physical developments such as residential or 

commercial, or urban managed parks. 

Wider Gap A gap between settlements where limited development may 

be possible without coalescence between them. 

 

 

 


